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 ABOUT THIS STUDY GUIDE 

This Study Guide is designed to assist both teachers and learners in approaching 
specific content dealt with here. It focuses on the examinable material and it will draw 
your attention to the concepts and issues that you must be able to explain or 
demonstrate when writing tests and examination. 

Two content focus areas are dealt with through this Guide. They have been 
summarized broadly using notes, visuals and sources on which examples of source-
based and paragraph questions are based. Possible answers or the marking guideline 
for the activities (source-based questions) are also provided. 

The TWO content areas dealt with are the following:  

• What was the world like in the 1600?  

• Case study: the spread of revolutionary aspirations in Haiti   

 

The following Provinces contributed their exam papers 

EC  
FS  
GP X 
KZN  
LP X 
MP X 
NC  
NW  
WC  
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1. WHAT WAS THE WORLD LIKE AROUND 1600? 
 

1.1 KEY TERMS and NEW WORDS: 
 

• Confusianism: Belief system based on the writing of the Chinese 
philosopher Confucious (who lived in 16th

• Buddhism: A religion that developed around 500BC. It was based on 
teachings of Buddha who was born about 560 BC in northern India. Buddha 
taught that people should free themselves of all worldly desires in order to 
achieve perfect happiness. Buddhists believe that one must acquire 
awareness, kindness and wisdom. 

 century BC). His writings dealt with 
individual morality and the proper way for a government to exercise power. 
Chinese laws and government were based on Confucious’ ideas about 
goodness and social harmony. 

• Tribute states: states that pay tax or levy to another state usually as an 
acknowledgment of submission  

• Islam: religion of Muslims, with the Koran as their sacred book  
• Indian Ocean trade exchange of commodities in the Indian Ocean area  
• International trade: the system of global exchange of products for capital 

with the aim of making a profit 
• Merchant capitalism: a formal system of trade established and controlled by 

merchants backed by their governments 
• Long-distance trade: trade between countries that were not near each 

other, requiring transport 
• English East India Company (EEIC): English trading company formed for 

the exploitation of trade with East and Southeast Asia and India 
• Bengal: a historical and geographical region in the northeast region of the 

Indian subcontinent at the apex of the Bay of Bengal  
• Astronomy: study of the stars  
• Castes: a complex social system that combines elements of occupation, 

culture, social class, tribal affiliation and political power. It should not be 
confused with race or  social class, e.g. members of different castes in one 
society may belong to the same race 

• Dutch East India Company: a private Dutch trading company with a board 
of 16 members, which expanded during the 1600s 

• Religious tolerance: a situation where different religions were allowed 
alongside each other without any prejudice 

• Empire: a large state that has control over weaker states. Empires are 
created when the strong state conquers the weaker states and rules over 
them (diplomatically and militarily) 

• Autocratic: Leadership or kingdom in which the king or queen has absolute 
control. The leader makes all the laws and does not share power. 
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• Eunuchs: A special type of male slave who were castrated (having their 
genitals removed). They usually carried immense authority in the Emperor/ 
King’s palace 

 
• tribute – wealth, often in kind, that one party gives to another as a sign of 

respect or, as was often the case in historical contexts, of submission or 
allegiance 

• CE – stands for Common Era, to indicate dates after Christ; it has largely 
replaced AD (Anno Domini) for reasons of political and religious neutrality. 
Similarly, BCE (Before the Common Era) has replaced BC (before Christ) 

• merchant – involved in trade 
• globalisation – process of enabling financial and investment markets to 

operate internationally 
• dynasty – sequence of powerful rulers from the same family 
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1.2 A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EMPIRES AROUND 1600  
 

 Ming dynasty (1368 – 1644) Songhai Empire (1340 – 1591) Mughal Empire (1526 – 1591) 
Rulers 
and their 
strengths 

• Ming means “enlightened” 
• A secret organization ‘Red Turbans’ 

overthrew Mongol rulers of the 
Yuan Dynasty and replaced it with 
the Ming under Hongwu (1st

• Absolute rulers 

 
emperor) – treated like a god -  

• Civil service made of well educated 
scholars (mandarins) 

• Government stable & effective 

• Led by a King. Society highly 
structured: King, nobility, Free 
citizens, Craftsmen, Poets, 
Storytellers, Slaves 

• Third great kingdom of West 
Africa 

• Established at Gao (1340-
1600) 

• 1st

– Divided Songhai into 
provinces under governors 
and reorganized army 

 great Songhai king (Sonni 
Alli)1464 – seized Timbuktu 
and Djenne (parts of Mali)  

• Founded by Babur – who conquered 
Afghanistan (1504) and captured Delhi 
(1526). Succeeded by his son 
Humayun (1530). His grandson 
Akbar’s reign (1556 – 1605), led the 
empire to its greatest height – with very 
effective civil service and military 
government over regions  

Trade, 
Travel & 
Achievem
ents 

• Great wall repaired/ Built 1 800 km 
canal 

• Capital moved to Beinjing (where 
the Forbidden City was built) 

• Irrigation scheme constructed in 
southern China 

• Emperor Yongle – ordered major 
naval expeditions; commissioned 
the Yongle Encyclopaedia 

• Growth of army & navy 
• Traded goods & exchanged 

information 
• Ships were equipped for navigation 

with accurate maps & migration 
compasses 

• Askia Mohamed took over 
(1493)   – introduced laws & 
taxation system, expanded 
military & encouraged 
scholars in learning 
 – Encouraged Muslim 
scholars & traders to come to 
Songhai  
 – Controlled mines 
 –  Trans–Saharan trade 
flourished  
 – Timbuktu became a 
thriving cultural & commercial 
centre; a camel caravan route 
for sub-Sahara Africa, North 

• Competed against Portugal over Indian 
ocean 

• Netherlands and Britain upset by 
Portuguese monopoly over the Indian 
ocean, established the BEIC & DEIC 

• Europeans then dominated trade routes 
in Asia for the next 300 years 

• Mughal rulers allowed Europeans to 
establish trading posts in India. Trade 
was key for economy of India 

• Mughal imports: ivory; raw silks & 
precious stones. Exports: spices; 
opium; textile; sugar & indigo. 

•  Development of Islamic & Indian 
astronomy 
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• Fleet voyages long before those of  
Europeans 

• Traded with Portugal, Spain, Dutch 
and Japan 

• Major exports: silk & porcelain 
• Major imports: solver, sweet 

potatoes, maize & peanuts 

Africa & Arabia 
 – an economic & cultural 
capital (like Rome & Athens) 
 – A wealthy trading post; a 
vibrant centre of researchers 
& scholars; a spiritual capital 
of Islam in Africa       

• Astronomical instruments invented 
• Development of distinctive/ stylish 

architecture e.g. Taj Mahal 

Culture • Novels; pottery 
• Education 
• Women writers and artists 
• Women joining high ranking army 

officials 

• Timbuktu boasted ruling 
class ( Muslim) and ordinary 
people (traditional religions) 

• Women were free and 
educated than other Muslim 
societies; they also traded in 
markets 

• It became very rich on various 
sources: from Arab traders; 
scholars; travelers & 
archaeologists 

• They introduced Persian art and culture 
and style of architecture, of which 

      the Taj Mahal is the most well   
      known example 
• The Urdu language developed from the 

Persian language mixed with Arabic and 
Hindi. 

Fall or 
collapse 

• After 7th

• Focus turned away from 
international trade to domestic 
agriculture 

 voyage, voyages stopped 

• Chinese emigration was banned 
• Focus on being self sufficient 
• Decline started from mid 15th

• Contribution of drought & famine 

 
century 

• Contribution of long wars vs 
Mongolia  

• Takeover of Beinjing by 
Manchurians (1644) toppled Ming 

• Moroccan sultan army 
invaded Songhai from the 
north and took control of 
Timbuktu 

• Songhai was split and by 
1600 had lost its position of a 
major power in West  Africa 

• After Emperor Aurangzeb (1658 – 1707) 
‘s death, the empire started declining 

• Peasants revolts & violent uprisings 
• Nobles & warlords started controlling 

emperors – who became figure heads 
• British East African Company and DEIC 

grew powerful 
• British disbanded Mughal army (1805) 
• 1857 – Sepoy rebellion (suppressed by 

the British) 
•  1858 – the British arrested Emperor 

Bahadur Shah, exiled him to Burma – 
this signified the end of Mughal empire  
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1.3 SOURCES ON THE EMPIRES AROUND 1600. 
 
1.3.1 THE MING DYNASTY 
 
Source 1 A: This source explains the kind of ships built and naval expeditions 
undertaken by the Emperors of the Ming dynasty in the 15th

The most extraordinary venture, however, during this stage was the dispatch of Zheng 
He’s seven naval expeditions, which traversed the Indian Ocean and the Southeast 
Asian archipelago. An ambitious eunuch of Hui descent, an outsider to Confucian 
scholar elites, Zheng He led seven expeditions from 1405 to 1433. He traversed 
perhaps as far as the Cape of Good Hope and, according to the controversial 1421 
theory, to the Americas. 

 century. 

 
The economic motive for these huge ventures may have been important, and many of 
the ships had large private cabins for merchants. But the chief aim was probably 
political: to enroll further states as tributaries and mark the dominance of the Chinese 
Empire. Despite their formidable and unprecedented strength, Zheng He’s voyages, 
unlike European voyages of exploration later in the fifteenth century, were not intended 
to extend Chinese sovereignty overseas. (They did not colonise any territories.) 
Indicative of the competition among elites, these excursions had also become politically 
controversial. Zheng He’s voyages had been supported by his fellow-eunuchs at court 
and strongly opposed by the Confucian scholar officials. Their antagonism was, in fact, 
so great that they tried to suppress any mention of the naval expeditions in the official 
imperial record.  
…  
 
By the end of the fifteenth century, imperial subjects were forbidden from either building 
ocean going ships or leaving the country. Some historians speculate that this measure 
was taken in response to piracy, but during the mid-1500s, trade started up again when 
silver replaced paper money as currency. The value of silver skyrocketed relative to the 
rest of the world, and both trade and inflation increased as China began to import silver. 
(Source: http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Ming_dynasty#Exploration_ 
to_Isolation) 
 

a) How many naval expeditions were led by Zheng He, according to Source 1A? 
ACTIVITY 1 

1 x 1 (1) 
b) Refer to Source 1A and your own understanding to explain the following terms:  

i)  Eunich.         1 x 3 (3)  
ii) Naval expeditions        1 x 3 (3) 

c) List any TWO reasons why the Ming dynasty undertook such huge ventures.  
             2 x 1 (2)  

d) Read Source 1A carefully and use your own understanding to explain how the 
Chinese naval expeditions affected trade.    1 x 3 (3) 
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1.3.2 Songhai Empire: 
 
Source 1 B 
The re-drawn map shows the position of the Songhai Empire in West Africa in the 15th 
and 16th

 
 centuries. 

 
 
 
 
Source 1 C 
 
The following is a description of the wealth of the Songhai ruler by a historian from 
Morocco, El Hasan ben Muhammed el-Wazzan-ez-Zayyati, also known as Leo 
Africanus, who visited the Songhai Empire in 1510 and 1513. 
 
The king of this region has a certain private palace where he maintains a great number 
of concubines and slaves; and for the guard of his own person he keeps a sufficient 
troupe of horsemen and footmen...The inhabitants of this area are very rich, so much so 
that the king has married both of his daughters to two rich merchants. The rich king has 
many articles of gold and keeps a magnificent and well-furnished court. When he travels 
anywhere he rides a camel that is led by some of his noblemen. He travels [on a camel] 
when he goes into war, and his warriors ride upon horses. Attending him he always has 
3 000 horsemen and a great number of foot soldiers armed with poisonous arrows.  
(Source: http://www.historyhaven.com/APWH/unit2/africa_and_its_golden_age_of_ 
emp.htm; adapted from Leo Africanus, History and Description of Africa, trans. J. Pory 
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and ed. R. Brown, London, 1896, vol. III, pp. 824–7.  
Source 1 D 
This is a painting showing traders approaching Timbuktu in the 15th

 
 century 

 
 
 
 
 
Source 1 E 
This source is on a firsthand account of the trade and learning in Timbuktu in the early 
1500s, as described by Leo Africanus. 
 
There are many shops of craftsmen and merchants, especially of those who weave 
cotton and cloth. To this place merchants bring cloth from Europe. All the women of this 
area, except maidservants, go with their faces covered and sell all necessary kinds of 
food...Here there are many doctors, judges, priests and other educated men that are 
well maintained at the king’s cost. Many manuscripts and books can be bought here 
and are sold here for more money than any other merchandise. 
 
(Source: Descrittione dell’Africa which was published in 1550, quoted from Hunwick, 
John O., Timbuktu and the Songhay Empire: Al-Sadi’s Tarikh al-Sudan down to 1613 
and other contemporary documents, Leiden: Brill, 2003) 
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Source 1 F 
This is a copy of the Koran from the 12th century.  According to notes in the text, it was 
bought for a Moroccan king for a sum of gold. 
 

 
 (Source: © The New York Times Company) 
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Source 1 G 
 
This is an oral account adapted from an article published by the British Broadcasting 
Corporation (BBC) on how women comforted their men when coming back from wars  
 
In early days of the Songhai empire there were no praise singers. When the men 
returned from war, their wives used to sing their praises. They used to massage the 
bodies of their husbands saying “My husband, you are brave and tired. You must rest. I 
am your wife …” 
One day the wives had the idea of accompanying their praises with a musical 
instrument. One wife went to get a small calabash and a goat skin. She covered the 
calabash with skin and started to play this instrument. Little by little she learned to play 
the drum. From then on, the women would sing their husband’s praises making use of 
their drums. 
 
 
 

 
ACTIVITY 2 

a) Look carefully at Source 1C and explain the reliability of the source to a history 
student doing research on the Songhai Empire.      2 x 2 (4) 

  
b) Refer to Sources 1D and 1E. How do they support each other regarding 

trade in Timbuktu?         (2 x 2 (4) 
 

c) Study Source 1G, and explain how useful this source could be to one 
researching the lives of ordinary people in the Songhai Empire.   2 x 2 (4) 
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1.3.3 Mughal Empire: 
 
Source 1 H 
This is a photograph of Humayun’s tomb in Delhi 
 

 
 (Source: panoramio.com) 
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Source 1 I 
 
This photograph shows the southern view of the Taj Mahal 

 
 (Source: http://en.wikipedia.org) 
 
 
 

 
ACTIVITY 3 

a) Using Sources 1H and 1I and your own knowledge and understanding explain 
(in a paragraph of SIX lines) to what extent the structures in the photographs 
reflect the development of architecture in the Mughal Empire at the time.    (6) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/�
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2. THE SPREAD OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY IDEAS TO THE 
COLONIES 

 
2.1 CASE STUDY: HAITI  

 
2.1.1 Haiti:  
The French colony then called Saint-Dominigue. It was valuable to France because it 
produced sugar, cotton, coffee and cocoa. The population was structured (caste 
system): The colonists (white French) on top, the mulattos (people of mixed colour) in 
the middle and many slaves at the bottom. 
 
2.1.2 The role of Tousaint L’Ouverture  
 

i) Birth: 
Toussaint L’Ouverture was born Pierre – Francois – Dominique Toussaint Breda 
L’Ouverture into a slave family. Toussaint means ‘all saints’, implying he was born on a 
Saint Day (either May 20 or November 1 (1743). Breda was a name adopted from his 
father’s owner. He derived this adopted surname (L’Ouverture) from his bravery in battle 
after he had made an opening in the ranks of the enemy during fighting for the Spanish 
against the French on the island.   
 

ii) Leadership qualities & political reforms: 
 

 Freed from slavery at age 33 
 30 October 1791 – slave revolt against France failed 
 Leaders of the revolt fled to Spanish side of Haiti 
 Toussaint became Spanish army general (it was at this time that he came to be 

called L’Ouverture) 
 1794 – France abolished slavery and asked Toussaint to return to the French side 

of Haiti 
 Back in France, Napoleon designated him commander-in-chief of the colony. 
 Led the French army in defeating the Spanish 
 He successfully united different French speaking racial groups 
 Assembled the French Haitian army to attack British army 
 He replaced whites holding political offices in Haiti with blacks  
 

iii) Socio-economic reforms: 
 

 He adopted non-racial discrimination in choice of advisors and government 
personnel 

 Adopted ability and talent as criteria for employment 
 Constructed roads; improved agriculture; declared free trade; built schools for 

blacks and repaired forts 
  White planters (farmers) were invited to return but to pay Africans for work done 

iv) Haiti’s new constitution: 
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 Toussaint was behind the writing of Haiti’s new constitution 
 It declared liberty & equality for all, regardless of race/ colour 
 The constitution declared Toussaint governor of Haiti for life – with right to choose 

his successors 
 
v) Napoleon’s reaction to Haiti’s constitution: 

 
 He rejected it 
 Jan 1802 – he sent an army of 20 000 men under Leclerc to Haiti in pretex of 

maintaining peace 
 War ensued against Toussaint’s army – with high death toll for both sides. The 

French blamed smallpox 
 May 5, 1802 – Toussaint and Leclerc signed a peace treaty that: assured Haiti’s 

independence and allowed Toussaint to retire when fighting ended 
 
vi) Toussaint’s death: 

 
 In act of treachery, Leclerc invited Toussaint to a meeting 
 Toussaint was captured, put on board a ship to France 
 He was thrown into a dungeon of Fort de Joux in Jura mountains 
 April 7, 1803 – he died of pneumonia, starvation and neglect 

 
vii) What were the results of Toussaint’s death? 
  
 short term: 

 Haiti was restored to French domination 
 Slavery was re-implemented 
 All Haiti’s gains under Toussaint, seemed to have been lost 

 
long term: 

 Napoleon later gave Haiti independence back 
 Napoleon mindful of soldiers lost in Haiti, withdrew from the Americas 
 Napoleon sold his possession of Western North America to the US in the Louisiana 

purchase. 
 

viii)  Toussaint’s legacy in Haiti: 
 

 Haiti’s independence (freedom of both slaves and the country) is owed to 
Toussaint 

 His accomplishment are still visible today 
 His name will never be erased from the history of Haiti 
 Because of his bravery and leadership skills over the army, he was regarded as 

the ‘black Napoleon’. 
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2.1.3 Sources and activities on Haiti: 
 
Source 2A  
 
This extract indicate the harsh treatment that slaves received in Haiti (a French colony) 
 
“The slaves received the whip with more certainty and regularity than they received their 
food.” 
James, CLR, The Black Jacobins. Toussaint L’Ouverture and the San Domingo 
Revolution, Random House, 1963 

 
Source 2B 
 
This is a song sung by Haiti’s slave at their quarters 
 
 “Eh! Eh! Bomba! Heu! Heu! 
Cango, bafio té! 
Canga, mouné de lé! 
Canga, do ki la! Canga li! 
 
Translation: We swear to destroy the whites and all they possess; let us die rather than 
fail to keep this vow.  
From: http://revcom.us/a/v20/990-99/996/haiti.htm 

 

Source 2C 

This source is based on a passage from Henri Christophe’s personal secretary, who 
lived more than half his life as a slave. Here he describes the crimes perpetrated 
against the slaves of Saint-Domingo by their French masters:  
 “Have they not hung up men with heads downward, drowned them in sacks, crucified 
them on planks, buried them alive, crushed them in mortars?  
Have they not forced them to consume faeces?  
And, having flayed them with the lash, have they not cast them alive to be devoured by 
worms, or onto anthills, or lashed them to stakes in the swamp to be devoured by 
mosquitoes?  
Have they not thrown them into boiling cauldrons of cane syrup? Have they not put men 
and women inside barrels studded with spikes and rolled them down mountainsides into 
the abyss?  
Have they not consigned these miserable blacks to man eating dogs until the latter, 
sated by human flesh, left the mangled victims to be finished off with bayonet and 
poniard?” 
Heinl, R.D. et al. (2005) [1996]. Written in Blood: The Story of the Haitian People, 1492-
1995 (2nd ed.). Lanham, Md; London: Univ. Press of America) 
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Source2 D 
 
This source by Olympe de Gouges – a French playwright and political activist who 
advocated for improving conditions of slaves in colonies in 1788 – highlight that blacks 
like whites, should be treated with respect.   
 

Why are Black people enslaved? The colour of people’s skin only suggests a slight 
difference. There is no discord between day and night, the sun and the moon and between 
the stars and dark sky. All is varied; it is the beauty of nature. Why destroy nature’s work? 

Olympe de Gouges, Reflections on black People, 1788 

 
Source 2E 
 
This source provides what Toussaint said when he was captured and thrown into a ship 
to France in early 1800. 
  

As the ship sailed into the rolling Atlantic swells, Haiti hardly more than a memory hovering 
on the horizon, Toussaint said: “In overthrowing me, you have cut down in Haiti only the 
trunk of the tree of liberty. It will spring up again by the roots, for they are numerous and 
deep.” 

Abbott, Elizabeth (1988). Haiti: An insider’s history of the rise and fall of the Duvaliers, 
Simon & Schuster 
 
Source 2F 
This source depicts Napoleon’s view, on why he treated Toussaint so badly  
 

Years later, in exile on the island of Saint Helena, when he was asked about his 
dishonourable treatment of Toussaint, Napoleon merely remarked, “What could the death of 
one wretched Negro mean to me?” 

www.historywiz.com/napoleon-mm.htm 

a) Study Sources 2A and 2B. Explain how the two sources support each other  

ACTIVITY 4 

regarding the harsh treatment of the slaves in Haiti.   2 x 2 (4) 
b) Explain the usefulness of Source 2B (slave song) to a historian during research 

on the treatment of slaves by their masters?     2 x 2 (4) 
c) How reliable could Source 2C be to a researcher on the treatment of slaves by 

their masters?        2 x 2 (4) 
d) Refer to Sources 2C and 2D. How do these sources differ regarding treatment 

of black slaves?        2 x 2 (4) 
e) Study Source 2F. Why did Napoleon in his response to his treatment of 

Toussaint, say: “What could the death of one wretched Negro mean to me?” 
 1 x 3 (3) 
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3. POSSIBLE ANSWERS/ MARKING GUIDELINE: 
 

a) (Extract evidence from Source 1A – L1) 
ACTIVITY 1 

 
• 7 (Seven) expeditions      1 x 1 (1)   

 
b) (Explanation of historical concepts – L2) 

 
i)  
• Castrated male slaves, taken over to stay in the Emperor/ King’s palace and 

expected to be loyal and carry responsible duties. They carried lots of 
authority 

• Any other relevant answer     1 x 3 (3) 
 
ii) 
• The sending of ships, through oceans and seas, to the outside world for 

different reasons: trading; new discoveries; show of political power and 
domination 

• Any other relevant answer     1 x 3 (3) 
 

c) (Extraction of evidence from Source 1A – L1) 
• Economic reasons – trade through merchants 
• Political reasons – domination     2 x 1 (2) 

 
d) (Interpretation and evaluation of information from source 1A – L3) 

• Ships had cabins for merchants – to promote trading 
• Trading was improved as ships came into contact with new territories 
• Trade routes were established 
• Any other relevant answer      Any 1 x 3 (3) 

 

a) (Evaluate the reliability of source 1C to a student doing research on Songhai – 
L3) 

ACTIVITY 2 

 Reliable: 
• It was written by a historian – Leo Africanus 
• The author visited the Empire to get first hand information 
• It was written at the time of the existence of the Empire (early 16th

• It was written for the public to know of the status of wealth in Songhai 
 century)  

• Any other relevant answer      
Not reliable: 
• It is reconstructed information – secondary information, the evidence is not 

first-hand accounts of what happened 
• Any other relevant answer. 
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b) (Compare how sources 1D and 1E support each other regarding trade in 
Timbuktu – L2) 
 
• Source 1D shows traders on camels and donkeys approaching Timbuktu for 

trading, while Source 1E explains the items that constituted trading 
Timbuktu, being: cotton, cloth, food, manuscripts and other merchandise  

• Source 1D as a visual source (painting), shows and support what is 
explained in Source 1 E 

• Any other relevant answer      2 x 2 (4) 
 

c) (Evaluate the usefulness of Source 1G to one doing research on the lives of 
ordinary people in Songhai  – L3) 
 
Useful: 
 
• It is valid to activities that took place at Songhai Empire 
• It is relevant – it explains how men from wars where treated by their wives 
• It is reliable – oral accounts are first hand information/ it is from an article 

    published by the BBC 
• Any other relevant answer 
 
Not useful:  
 
• Memory fades and oral testimonies can be distorted 
• It may be difficult to corroborate information supplied 
• Any other relevant answer      2 x 2 (4) 
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ACTIVITY 3 

 (Interpretation, evaluation and analysis of information from sources 1H and 1I –   
L3)  
• They show level of advancement in Geometry (Mathematics), can be seen 

through angles of the buildings 
• The structures were perfectly and carefully constructed and took many years 

to complete 
• They were built much earlier than similar constructions in Europe 
• They are evidence to indicate that advanced development of big and 

beautiful structures did not start with western civilization that only came 
much later 
 
Marking rubric 
 

LEVEL LEVEL DESCRIPTORS MARK 
ALLOCATION 

LEVEL 1 • The learner cannot or shows very little 
understanding of how the buildings constructed 
shows advancement of development regarding 
architecture 

• The learner cannot write a paragraph 

 
 

0 -1 

LEVEL 2 • The learner shows basic understanding of how the 
buildings (structures) relate to the level of 
advancement at the time 

• Attempt to write a paragraph 

2 - 3 

LEVEL 3 • The learner shows a thorough understanding of 
how the buildings (structures) relate to the level of 
advancement of the development of buildings at 
the time  

• The learner is able to provide a comparative 
analysis against development in Europe at the time 

• The learner is able to write a well structured 
paragraph 

4 - 6 
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ACTIVITY 4 

a) (Compare how sources 2A and 2B support each other regarding the harsh 
treatment of slaves – L2)  

 
• Source 2A indicate that slaves were regularly beaten by their white 

masters, while source 2B refers to slaves committing themselves to 
resisting against treatment from whites and swearing to destroy them 

• Source 2A shows the action meted out to slaves by their white maters and 
Source 2B indicate the reaction of slaves against the harsh treatment they 
received from their white masters 

• Any other relevant answer      2 x 2 (4) 
 

b) (Evaluate the usefulness of source 2B for a person doing research in the 
treatment of slaves – L3) 
• As a song, it is a primary source 
• It is valid – it was sang to protest against slave treatment in Haiti at the 

time 
• It is relevant – It deals directly to harsh treatment meted out to slaves by 

whites at the time 
• It is reliable – It can be corroborated well with the slave rebellion in Haiti at 

the time 
• Any other relevant answer 

 
c) (Evaluate the reliability of source 2C on the treatment of slaves by their 

masters – L3) 
 

Reliable: 
• Information was documented by a freed slave who had first-hand 

experience as a slave 
• The source was based on a research compiled making use of first-hand 

information 
• The freed slave who documented the source, was a victim and an eye 

witness to slave treatment 
• Factual information provided can be corroborated with other similar 

sources  
• Any other relevant answer 
 
Not reliable: 
• The source is written as reconstructed information 
• The choice of extreme words (language usage) is biased to being 

sympathetic to slaves 
• Language usage is emotive and appeals for sympathy to slaves 
• Any other relevant answer      2 x 2 (4) 
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d) (Compare how Sources 2C and 2D differ regarding treatment of slaves – L3) 
 

• Source 2C refers to bad treatment of slaves as if they deserved it 
• Source 2D questions the bad treat meted out to black slaves because on 

the basis of the colour of their skin 
• Source 2D suggest that difference in colour does not justify treatment of 

blacks as explained in source 2C 
• Any other relevant answer      2 x 2 (4) 

 
e) (Interpret and evaluate information from source 2F – L3)  

 
• He disregarded blacks – that is why he used a derogative term - negro 
• The life of Toussaint as a black person meant nothing to him 
• He did not have respect for blacks 
• He was a racist 
• He did not have respect for human rights 

 
ooooooooooooooo000000ooooooooooooo 
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History GRADE 10 
MARKS: 100  
TIME: 2½ Hours 
June Exam 
 
 
Instructions and Information 
1. This Question Paper consists of Section A and Section B. 
2. Section A consists of three Source Based Questions. 

3. Section B consists of three Essay Questions. 

4. Answer one Question from Section A and one Question from Section B. 
5. Sources for answering the Source Based Questions are in the Addendum. 

6. Leave a line open between your Source Based answers. 

7. Write neatly and legibly. 
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Section A: Source Based Questions 

 
Question 1 
What were the political, social and economic features of the Songhai Empire 
during the 15th and 16th centuries? 
 
Use Sources 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D and 1E to answer the following questions. 

1.1 Study Source 1A 
1.1.1 What can you learn about the role of women in the Songhai Empire  

 from the source?         2x1 (2) 

1.1.2 How did the women improve on praising their husbands?   2x1 (2) 

1.2 Use Source 1B 
1.2.1 List any two imports of the Songhai Empire.     2x1 (2) 

1.2.2 List any two exports of the Songhai Empire.    2x1 (2) 

1.2.3 How were soldiers rewarded for good service?     1x1 (1) 

1.2.4 What evidence is there from the source that Songhai experienced  

 a golden age during the rule of Mohammed Ture’?    2x2 (4) 

1.3 Refer to Source 1C 
1.3.1 What mode of transport was used by the king?     1x1 (1) 

1.3.2 “The king was respected and held in high esteem by his subjects”.  

 Do you agree? Explain your answer.     1x2 (2) 

1.3.3 Use your own knowledge and evidence from the source to explain  

 whether you think the king had an effective army.    2x2 (4) 

1.3.4 Do you think the king’s treatment of his captives was justified?  

 Explain your  answer.       2x2 (4) 

1.3.5 What evidence from the source indicates that Timbuktu’s citizens 

 were peaceful?         3x1 (3) 

1.3.6 Which human right was violated by Timbuktu’s citizens through  

 slavery?          1x2 (2) 

1.3.7 What was the capital city of the Songhai Empire?    1x1 (1) 
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1.4 Refer to Source 1D 
1.4.1 Compare sources 1C and 1E. Identify and write down the similarities 

 in these sources with regard to evidence that the citizens of 

 Timbuktu were well educated.       2x2 (4) 

1.4.2 Use your own knowledge to identify the religion followed by the majority 

 of scholars in Timbuktu?        1X2 (2) 

1.4.3 Who funded the education of the learned scholars of Timbuktu?  1X2 (2) 

1.5 Refer to Source 1E 
1.5.1 List the modes of transport used by the international traders.   2x1 (2) 

1.5.2 Why do you think traders used caravans for trade?    2x2 (4) 

1.6  Write a paragraph to explain why Timbuktu was an important city.  (6) 

           (50) 

 
Question 2 
How did Spanish conquest of the Americas impact on the indigenous 
population? 
Use Sources 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D and 2E to answer the following questions. 

2.1. Study Source 2A. 
2.1.1. Who wrote this letter?           1x1 (1) 

2.1.2. What reasons are given to justify Spanish conquest of 

  the Americas?           2x2 (4) 

2.1.3. Explain the historical term sovereignty in your own words.      1x2 (2) 

2.1.4. Use your own knowledge and information from the source to  explain 

  what Spain would have gained from her conquest of the Americas.    2x2 (4) 

2.2. Refer to Source 2B. 
2.2.1. Write down two ways in which Europeans impacted negatively on the native 

 populations of the Americas.          2x1 (2) 

2.2.2. What caused the deaths of millions of native Americans?      2x2(4) 

2.3. Study Source 2C. 
2.3.1. What evidence is there in the source of the “Christian spirit” of the  
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 Spanish explorers?            2x1 (2) 

2.3.2 Do you think the main objective of the Spanish explorers was to spread 

 Christianity? Explain your answer.         2x2 (4) 

2.4. Use Source 2D. 
2.4.1. How did the indigenous people make a living?        1x2 (2) 

2.4.2 How were colonisers rewarded for teaching natives Christian ways?   2x1 (2) 

2.4.3 Why was Hatuey burned at the stake?         1x2 (2) 

2.4.4. Write down three factors that resulted in the natives being wiped out.  3x1 (3) 

2.4.5. Compare Sources IB and 1D. Identify and write down the similarities in  

 these sources regarding the negative impact that Spanish conquest 

 had on the indigenous population.         2x2 (4) 

2.5 Refer to Source 2 E. 
2.5.1. Explain in your own words how the native Americans viewed the Spanish 

 Conquest.             2X2 (4) 

2.5.2. Compare Sources IB and1C. Explain the differences in these sources 

 regarding the objectives of Spanish involvement in the Americas.     2x2 (4) 

2.6. Write a paragraph to explain the reasons for and impact that Spanish 

 conquest had on the Americas.               (6) 

                    (50) 

Question3 
What were the reasons for and results of the French revolution? 

Use Sources 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D and 3E to answer the following questions: 

3.1 Study Source 3 A. 
3.1.1. What made it difficult for Louis XV1 to introduce meaningful reforms? 1x2 (2) 

3.1.2. What evidence is there from the source that Louis XV1 cared for 

 France?             2x1(2) 

3.1.3. What, according to the author of the source, could have prevented the 

 outbreak of the revolution?           2x2(4) 

3.2 Use Source 3B. 
3.2.1. Use your own knowledge to explain who the Third Estate was.     1x2 (2) 
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3.2.2. What message does the cartoonist want to convey about the  

 Third Estate?            2x2 (4) 

3.2.3. Do you think this is an accurate portrayal of the Third Estate?  

 Explain your answer.           2x2 (4) 

3.3 Refer to Source 3C. 
3.3.1. Who was Jacques Necker?         1x2 (2) 

3.3.2. Use your own knowledge to explain why the treasure chest  

 was empty.              2x2 (4) 

3.4 Use Source 3D. 
3.4. Explain the historical term democracy in your own words.       1x2 (2) 

3.4.2 What, according to Robespierre, were the aims of the revolutionaries? 2x1 (2) 

3.4.3 Do you think the reign of terror could be justified? Explain your 

 answer.                2x2 (4) 

3.5. Study Source 3E. 
3.5.1 Explain how Napoleon impacted positively and negatively on the French 

 revolution.               2x2 (4) 

3.5.2. Explain the historical term autocracy in your own words.        1x2 (2) 

3.5.3. Which human right from the French revolution did Napoleon maintain? 1x2 (2) 

3.5.4. Compare Sources 2D and 2E. Explain how Robespierre and Napoleon  

 both undermined the aims of the French Revolution.        2x2 (4) 

3.6. Write a paragraph to explain the main social causes of the French  

 Revolution.           (6) 

                     (50) 

 
Section B. Essay Questions. 
Your essay should be about 1 page in length. 

 
Question 4 
Explain the political, economic and social features of the Songhai and indicate  

why the empire collapsed in the late 16th century.             (50) 
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Question 5 
Discuss the political and economic causes of the French Revolution.           (50) 

 
Question 6 
Explain the reasons for, as well as the impact, that the Dutch occupation  

of the Cape had on the indigenous population.               (50) 

 

TOTAL [100]
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HISTORY ADDENDUM 
GRADE 10 
JUNE  
 
QUESTION 1 
WHAT WERE THE POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FEATURES OF THE 
SONGHAI EMPIRE DURING THE 15TH AND 16TH CENTURIES? 
 
SOURCE1 A 
An oral account adapted from an article published by the British Broadcasting 
Company (BBC). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCE1 B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the early days of the Songhai Empire there were no praise singers. When the men 
returned from war, their wives used to sing their praises. They used to massage the bodies 
of their husbands saying "My husband, you are brave and tired. You must rest. I am your 
wife ... " 
 
One day the wives had the idea of accompanying their praises with a musical instrument. 
One wife went to get a small calabash and goat skin. She covered the calabash with skin 
and started to play this instrument. Little by little she learned to play the drum. From then on, 
the woman would sing their husbands' praises making music on their drums. (New 
Generation, p.13) 
 

During the reign of Sunni Ali, promotion in the military ranks was based on merit. This 
meant that men of the lowest social rank could rise to the top on the basis of talent and 
achievement. That situation led to the rise of Sunni Ali's successor, Muhammad Turé 
who ruled from 1493 to 1528. He was a former governor of one of Sunni Ali's provinces 
to the west and had the backing of a large part of the army. Because has was a devout 
Muslim, the clerics and intellectuals of Timbuktu and other cities also favoured him. The 
ulama found in Muhammad Turé the ideal person to assist in bringing about the end of 
religious tolerance. 
 
Trade improved under Muhammad Turé, with gold, kola nuts and slaves being the main 
export. Textiles, horses, salt and luxury goods were the main imports. Songhai was 
involved in trade with North· Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Europe. During Turé 's 
reign, Timbuktu experienced a golden age, attracting scholars from all over the world to 
attend the excellent University of Sankore (History for All) 
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SOURCE 1 C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCE 1D 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Leo Africanus, a visitor to Timbuktu; quoted in: K Shillington, History of 
Africa, Macmillan, Oxford, 1995, pp. 104 -106 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The royal court is magnificent and very organized. When the king goes from one city to 
another with the people of his court, he rides a camel and the horses are led by hand by 
servants. If fighting becomes necessary the servants mount the camels and all the 
soldiers mount horses. When someone wishes to speak to the king, he must kneel before 
him and bow down. The king has about 3000 horsemen and a large number of foot-
soldiers armed with bows .... which they use to shoot poisoned arrows. This king makes 
war only upon neighbouring enemies and upon those who do not want to pay him 
tribute*.When he has gained a victory; he has all the captives-even the children-sold in 
the market at Timbuktu.  
There are in Timbuktu numerous judges, teachers and priests, all properly appointed by 
the king. He greatly honours learning. Many hand-written books imported from Barbary 
are also sold. There is more profit made from this commerce than from all other 
merchandise. The people of Timbuktu are of the peaceful nature. They have a custom of 
almost continuously walking about the city in the evening between 10pm and 1 am, 
playing musical Instruments and dancing. The citizens have at their service many slaves; 
both man and women. There are no gardens or orchards in the area surrounding 
Timbuktu. 
 The Jingerebir mosque at Timbuktu is thought to have been founded in 1325 by 
      Mansa Musa, the emperor of Mali. (In Search of History) 
 

Here there are many doctors, judges, priests and other learned men that are well 
maintained at the king's cost. Various manuscripts and written books are brought 
here out of Barbary [North Africa] and sold for more money than any other 
merchandise.  
 
Scholars from all over the Islamic world came to the University of Sankore(as well as 
the city's over 180 madrasahs) where courses as varied as theology, Islamic law, 
rhetoric ,literature were taught... The university, one of the first in Africa, became so 
famous that scholars came to it from all over the Muslim world. 
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SOURCE 1E 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Source E: An artist's impression of a camel caravan of internatIOnal traders coming to 
Timbuktu in Songhai to exchangf> goods in the 14(JOs. (Source: SA History online) 
 
 
QUESTION 2: Spanish conquest of the Americas. 
 
SOURCE 2A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I should be judged as a captain who went from Spain to the Indies to conquer 
numerous people who were warlike and whose manners and religion are very different 
from ours, who live in mountains, without fixed settlements. By the divine will I have 
placed this other world under the sovereignty (authority) of the Queen .. Spain, which 
was considered poor, will become the richest of countries. 
 

A letter by Columbus to Dona de Torres, October 1500 
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SOURCE2B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCE 2C 
 
A Spanish painting of Columbus's landing in the 'New World' Notice emphasis on 
the Christian spirit of the Spanish explorers. (Focus-2011, page 45) 
 

 
 
 
 
SOURCE2D 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The arrival of Europeans in the Americas brought to the native peoples change of  a 
kind that went far beyond their capacity to understand- or even Imagine-
unprecedented change, terrible change, havoc and death. South of the land later to 
be known as the United States, powerful empires fell. And millions died from the 
curse of epidemic diseases unleashed, however unintentionally, by the first 
conquerors, the Spaniards. 
 
A modern American historian's description of death and destruction. 
 

When the Europeans arrived there were an estimated half million indigenous people 
living in small villages farming maize, peanuts, avocados and tobacco. There were soon 
pitched battles with the Taino (and their leader)an Hatuey was eventually burned at the 
stake, refusing to convert to Christianity. The Spanish established new settlements and 
gave the colonizers land and Indian labour in return for teaching them Christian ways. 
Smallpox, brutal treatment and malnutrition quickly killed the natives. Thousands 
committed suicide rather than to submit to the Spaniards ... by 1570 the entire indigenous 
population had been wiped out. 
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SOURCE 2 E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 3: The French Revolution 
 
SOURCE3A 
The following extract taken from www google.com explains why Louis XVI failed to stop 
the outbreak of the Revolution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCE3B 
The cartoon below depicts how the third estate suffered at the hands of the nobles and 
clergy. 
 

The things that seldom happen bring astonishment. Think, then, what must be the effect, 
on me and mine, of the sight of you people, whom we have at no time seen, astride the 
fierce brutes, your horses, entering with such speed and fury into my country, that we have 
no tidings of your coming- things altogether new, as to strike awe and terror into our 
hearts. 
 
A Native American description of Spanish Conquest. 
 

The reforms under Louis XVI were a step forward, but there needed to be a massive re-
evaluation of the French political structure in order to bring it up-to-date with current social, 
economic, and ideological realities. A bankrupt state only made the situation worse. So what 
I'm saying is that if they had found a way to bring about these reforms early on during the 
Estates General, the Revolution would not have turned out like it did. However, such change 
was certainly not in the interest of those who already held power, so like I said you can't have 
expected them to readily give it up. An extremely capable and forceful monarch with excellent 
foresight might have been capable of making this work. Even if he didn't like it, it was a matter 
of necessity lest something more drastic occur. Louis XVI was well-intentioned and cared for 
his people, but he was not up to the task of majorly reforming the ancient regime, particularly 
given the urgency of the situation due to the bankruptcy of the state. 
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SOURCE 3C 
This cartoon taken from the French revolution and Napoleon, shows Louis XVI 
and Jacques Nacker, gazing in dismay at the “empty treasure chest” 
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SOURCE 3D 
This sketch, taken from Google images: Pictures of French Revolution shows a group of 
prisoners awaiting execution during the Reign of Terror. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCE 3E 
 
This extract attempts to analyse the role of Napoleon in the French Revolution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We wish in Word to fulfil the requirements of nature, to accomplish the destiny of 
mankind to make good the promises of philosophy ... that France, hitherto illustrious 
among slaves states, may eclipse the glory of all free peoples that have existed, 
become the model of all nations .... That is our ambition, that is our aim. What kind of 
government can realize these marvels? Only a democratic government. ... But to found 
and to consolidate among us this democracy, to realize the peaceable rule of 
constitutional laws, It is necessary to conclude the war of liberty against tyranny and to 
pass successfully through the storms of revolution. Such is the aim of the revolutionary 
system which you have set up ... 

Napoleon kept several parts of the French Revolution when he came to power and he 
called himself the son of the Revolution, but he also ended the revolution with his 
regime. Napoleon built on the morals of the Revolution in several ways, including 
making a single set of laws instead of the over three hundred different judicial systems 
from before the Revolution. Napoleon also undermined the efforts of the Revolution by 
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HISTORY MEMORANDUM 
June 2013 
GRADE 10 
 
Assessment procedures of extended writing 
1. Keep the synopsis in mind when assessing extended writing. 
2. during the first reading of the extended writing ticks need to awarded for a 
relevant introduction(indicated by a bullet in the marking 
guideline/memorandum), each of the main points/aspects that is properly 
contextualised (also indicated by bullets in the marking 
guideline/memorandum) and a relevant conclusion (indicated by a bullet 
in the marking guideline/memorandum) 
3. The following additional symbols can also be used : 

• Introduction, main aspects and conclusion not properly contextualised 

∧ Wrong statement 
______ 
• Irrelevant statement draw a dotted line IR 
• Repetition R 
4. The matrix 
Use of analytical matrix in the marking of extended writing (refer to 
page) 
4.1.1 The first reading of extended writing will be to determine to what extent 
the main aspects have been covered and to allocate the content level (on 
the matrix) 
C LEVEL 
4.1.2 The second reading of extended writing will relate to the level (on 
the matrix) of presentation. 
 
QUESTION 1 
What were the political, social and economic features of the 
Songhai Empire during the 15th and 16th centuries? 
 
1.1Source 1A 
1.1.1 
• Singing praises for their husbands when they returned from the war. 
• Used to massage the bodies of their husbands. 2x1(2) 
1.1.2 
• Women used musical instruments 
• Played drums 
• Used calabash and goat skin. Any 
2x1(2) 
1.2Source 1B 
1.2.1 
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• Textiles 
• Horses 
• Salt 
• Luxury goods Any 
2x1(2) 
1.2.2 
• Kola nuts 
• Gold 
• Slaves Any 
2x1(2) 
1.2.3 
• Promotion 1x1(1) 
1.2.4 
• Trade with foreign countries. 
• Attracted scholars worldwide to attend university. 
2x2(4) 
1.3 Source1C 
1.3.1 
• Camels. 1x1(1) 
1.3.2 
• When someone wishes to speak to the king , he must kneel before him 
and bow down. 
1x2(2) 
1.3.3 Yes, it was effective because: 
• The king had a large army of about 3000 horsemen 
• A large number of foot-soldiers armed with poisonous bows 
Not effective: 
• Credit relevant answer 
2x2(4) 
1.3.4 Justified because: 
• Those who were conquered became the property of the capturer. 
• He did not kill them, spared their lives by selling them. 
Not justified because: 
• Nobody is suppose to be treated in an inhumane way. 
• Human rights violation. 2X2(4) 
1.3.5 
• Walking around the city during the evening 
• Playing musical instruments 
• Dancing 3x1(3) 
1.3.6 
• Right to freedom /equality 1x2(2) 
1.3.7 
• Timbuktu 1x1(1) 
1.4 Source 1D 
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1.4.1 
• Both sources refer to many doctors, priests, judges and learned men 
• Both sources refer to the richness of literature which attracted scholars 
from all over the Muslim world. 2x2(4) 
1.4.2 
• Islamic religion 1x2(2) 
1.4.3 
• The King 1x2(2) 
1.5 Source 1E 
1.5.1 
• Camels 
• Horses 
• Mules/donkeys 2x1(2) 
1.5.2 
• Protection/safety 
• Support 
• Carry trade goods 2x2(4) 
1.6 Paragraph 
• Timbuktu was founded around 1100 BC 
• Attracted international scholars from all over the Islamic world 
• Timbuktu was a hub of learning activity 
• Important intellectual and spiritual centre. 
• The commercial centre/trading city 
• Outstanding buildings 
• World class library found in Timbuktu 
• Any other relevant points 
Use the following rubric to allocate marks 
LEVEL 1 • Cannot give an account of 
Timbuktu/extract relevant information from 
sources 
• Cannot report on topic. 
• Elementary understanding 
MARKS: 0-2 
LEVEL 2 • Evidence provided is mostly relevant 
• Understanding of facts is very basic. 
• Shows some understanding 
MARKS: 2-4 
LEVEL3 • Use evidence from sources very effectively. 
• Shows clear understanding of the topic. 
MARKS: 4-6 
(6) 
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Question2 
How did Spanish conquest of the Americas impact on the indigenous population? 
2.1 Source 2A. 
2.1.1. 
• Columbus 1x1(1) 
2.1.2. 
• Native Americans were warlike. 
• Native Americans manners and religion were different. 2x2(4) 
2.1.3. 
• Country ruled by king or queen. 
• Country that is independent. Any1x2(2) 
 
2.1.4. 
• Spain would have become a very rich country. 
• Spain would have gained territory and build an empire. 
• Any other relevant answer. 2x2(4) 
2.2. Source 2B. 
2.2.1 
• Many natives were killed. 
• Destruction of native empires. 2x1(2) 
2.2.2. 
• Many natives were killed. 
• Many natives died from epidemic diseases. 2x2(4) 
2.3. Source 2C. 
2.3.1. 
• Clothes, mainly those worn by priests. 
• Flags, sign of the cross. 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x1(2) 
2.3.2. Yes because: 
• Many priests were honest in their quest to spread Christianity. 
• Priests established churches and missionary schools in the new colonies. 
• Any other relevant answer. 
No because: 
• Explorers conquered new land and caused death and destruction. 
• Native populations were decimated in the process. 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x2(4) 
 
2.4. Source2 D. 
2.4.1. 
• Farming. 1x2(2) 
2.4.2. 
• Land. 
• Indian labour. 2x1(2) 
2.4.3. 
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• Refused to convert to Christianity. 1x2(2) 
2.4.4. 
• Smallpox. 
• Brutal treatment. 
• Malnutrition. 3x1(3) 
2.4.5. 
• Both sources refer to the death of many natives caused by epidemic diseases. 
• Both sources refer to the killing of natives by Europeans. 2x2(4) 
2.5. Source 2E. 
2.5.1. 
• Astonishment. 
• Fear and terror. 
• Any other relevant answer. 2x2(4) 
2.5.2. 
• Source 2B: Refers to the destruction, death and decimation of the native 
Americans as a result of Spanish involvement. 
• Source 2C: Refers to the good intentions of the Spanish who wanted to spread 
Christianity in the Americas. 
• Any other relevant answer. 2x2(4) 
2.6. Reasons. 
• Political stability. 
• Growing commercial sector. 
• Proximity to Mediterranean Sea. 
• The Americas were unexplored. 
Impact. 
• Spread of epidemic diseases that decimated the indigenous populations. 
• Death and destruction 
• Exploitation. 
• Fall of native empires. 
• Any other relevant points 
Use the following rubric to allocate a mark 
LEVEL 1 • Cannot give an account /extract 
relevant information from sources 
• Cannot report on topic. 
• Elementary understanding 
MARKS: 0-2 
LEVEL 2 • Evidence provided is mostly relevant 
• Understanding of facts is very basic. 
• Shows some understanding 
MARKS: 2-4 
LEVEL3 • Use evidence from sources very 
effectively. 
• Shows clear understanding of the topic. 
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MARKS: 4-6 
(6) 
(50) 
Question 3 
What were the reasons for and results of the French Revolution? 
3.1. Source 3A. 
3.1.1. 
• France was bankrupt. 1x2(2) 
3.1.2. 
• Louis XV1 tried to introduce reforms. 
• He had good intensions for France. 2x1(2) 
3.1.3. 
• A capable and forceful monarch. 
• Major reforms of the existing regime. 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x2(4) 
3.2. Source 3B. 
3.2.1. 
• Consisted of Bourgeoisie, peasants and workers. 1x2(2) 
3.2.2. 
• Third Estate carried a heavy burden. 
• Paid all the taxes in France. 
• Peasants performed forced labour for nobles 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x2(4) 
3.2.3. Yes, Because: 
• Third Estate was indeed exploited by the state, nobles and clergy. 
• Carried a heavy burden of taxation, forced labour and had no privileges. 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x2(4) 
3.3. Source 3C. 
3.3.1. 
• French Minister of Finance. 1x2(2) 
3.3.2. 
• France was bankrupt. 
• Bankruptcy caused by unfair taxation and wastage of money. 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x2(4) 
3.4. Source 3D. 
3.4.1. 
• A government in which people have a say through their elected representatives. 
• Any other relevant explanation. 1x2(2) 
3.4.2. 
• France had to become the model state for all nations to follow. 
• France had to implement democracy to realise these aims. 2x1(2) 
3.4.3. Justified because: 
• It was the only way for the revolutionaries to consolidate their power base. 
• It was the only way to prevent France from returning to be an autocratic state. 
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• Any other relevant answer. 
Not Justified because: 
• The revolutionaries killed thousands of innocent civilians. 
• Revolutionaries used terror to consolidate their power base which was against 
the spirit of the human rights that they fought for. 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x2(4) 
3.5. Source 3E. 
3.5.1. Positively: 
• Made a single set of laws which was in accordance with the morals of the 
revolution. 
• Kept the equality that commoners fought for during the revolution. 
Negatively: 
• Brought back the monarchy. 
• Napoleon’s government was even more autocratic than Louis XV1. 
• Made peace with the Catholic church. 
• Created rich aristocratic class. 
• Made many policies that were directly against the aims of the revolution 
Any 2x2(4) 
3.5.2. 
• A system of government which allows for only one political party with no 
opposition. 
• Any other relevant explanation. 1x2(2) 
3.5.3. 
• Equality. 1x2(2) 
3.5.4. Robespierre: 
• Conducted a Reign of Terror which was against the spirit of the revolution. 
• Killed thousands of innocent civilians. 
• Any other relevant answer. 
Napoleon: 
• Re-instituted autocracy. 
• Maintained the aristocracy and nobility which were against the aims of the 
revolution. 
• Made many policies that were against the aims of the revolution. 
• Any other relevant answer. Any2x2(4) 
3.6. PARAGRAPH 
• Main social cause of the revolution was class divisions. 
• First Estate (Clergy) constituted 1% of population but were exempted from 
taxation and collected tithes from Third Estate. 
• Second Estate (Nobles) 2-5% of population, owned 20 % of land. 
• Nobles richest but exempted from taxation. 
• Enjoyed many privileges. 
• Bourgeoisie well educated and wealthy but had no say in government 
• Peasants 90% of population. 
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• Poorest of the poor, heavily taxed. 
• Workers (Sans Culottes). 
• Factory workers, very poor due to low wages. 
• Most politicised group. 
• Any other relevant answer. 
Use the following to allocate a mark 
LEVEL 1 • Cannot give an account /extract 
relevant information from sources 
• Cannot report on topic. 
• Elementary understanding 
MARKS: 0-2 
LEVEL 2 • Evidence provided is mostly relevant 
• Understanding of facts is very basic. 
• Shows some understanding 
MARKS: 2-4 
LEVEL3 • Use evidence from sources very 
effectively. 
• Shows clear understanding of the topic. 
MARKS: 4-6 
(6) 
[50] 
 
Section B: Essay Questions. 
Question 4 
Synopsis 
Learners are expected to explain the political , economic and social features of the 
Songhai and indicate why the empire collapsed in the late 16th century. 
Main Aspects 
Introduction 
Learners should write a relevant introduction indicating the establishment and the 
demise(fall) of the empire. 
Elaboration 
The government and the society 
• They were fishermen, used boats to conquer the towns of Jenne, Gao and 
Timbuktu. 
• Well-organised army which comprised of the cavalry and infantry. 
• Controlled all trading towns on the edge of the Sahara Desert. 
• Empire had well-organised central government 
Economic 
• Trade and travel took the centre stage. 
• The proximity of the empire to the Niger river enabled her to control trade 
along the river and coastal regions. 
• Rice plantations flourished as a result of the new farming and irrigation 
methods. 
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• The occupation of towns on the edge of the Sahara Desert was 
advantageous to trans-Saharan trade. 
• Timbuktu was the most significant commercial centre. 
• The control routes in West Africa made the empire a very wealthy one. 
Social 
• Learning and culture also took the centre stage in Songhai 
• The empire had schools and universities for more advanced studies 
• Libraries were available. 
• Students came from all over Africa and the Islam world to study at Timbuktu. 
• Timbuktu was a hub of learning activity and Islamic culture was promoted. 
The fall of the Songhai Empire 
• Muhammad Ture’, devout Muslim took over after Sonni Alli’s death in 1492. 
• He brought reforms, made Islam an official religion in Songhai. 
• The Portuguese and Moroccans then took over the control of the Trans- 
Saharan gold trade. 
• The Songhai Empire’s army was attacked in 1591, defeated and split and this 
heralded the demise of the Empire. 
Conclusion 
Learners should tie up their argument with a relevant conclusion. [50] 
 
Question 5. 
Synopsis. 
Learners should discuss the political and economic causes of the French 
Revolution. 
Main Aspects. 
Introduction . 
Learners should write a relevant introduction. 
Elaboration. 
Political Causes. 
• Louis XV1 believed that God gave him the right to rule. (Divine Right of Kings) 
• He claimed absolute power. 
• French people had to obey him without question 
• He was doomed to fail because France was in an advanced state of decay. 
• He was more interested in hunting and fishing than matters of the state. 
• Had a weak personality, dominated by his foreign wife. 
• Promoted hated lettres de cachet. 
• Marie Antoinette, his wife, very unpopular with the French people. 
• She was very extravagant, wasted huge sums of money on clothing, 
entertainment and gambling. 
• She sided with the nobility. 
Economic Causes. 
• Financial crisis brought about the downfall of the monarchy. 
• Financial crisis brought about by a number of factors: 
• Rich did not pay taxes. 
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• Taxes paid by poorest of the population. 
• Banking system unable to cope with financial crisis. 
• Cost of Wars, Seven Years War and American War of Independence. 
• Cost of maintaining Palace of Versailles. 
• Huge foreign debt. 
• Any other relevant points. 
Conclusion: 
Learners should tie up their discussion with a relevant conclusion. [50] 
 
Question 6. 
Synopsis. 
Learners need to explain why the Dutch decided to occupy the Cape and how this 
occupation impacted on the indigenous population. 
Main Aspects 
Introduction 
Learners need to write a relevant introduction. 
Elaboration 
Reasons for Dutch occupation of the Cape 
• Cape ideal half way station between Europe and India for fresh water, meat and 
vegetables. 
• 1652 Jan Van Riebeeck arrived at the Cape to: 
• Establish a secure fort. 
• Acquire cattle from the Khoisan. 
• Develop a vegetable garden to supply Dutch ships on their way to the East. 
Impact on indigenous population. 
• Dutch Trekboers came into conflict with the Khoisan which resulted in a series of 
wars. 
• Raids to steal cattle from Khoisan continued by Trekboer commandos. 
• Trekboer superior arms resulted in many San men being killed. 
• San women and children were taken into slavery. 
• As a result Khoisan society disintegrated. 
• 1713 Smallpox brought to the Cape by a Dutch ship. 
• Killed 90% of remaining Khoisan population. 
• Competition for water and land also resulted in conflict between Xhosa and 
Trekboers. 
• Resulted in a series of frontier wars. 
• Xhosa put up determined resistance and defeated the Trekboers. 
• Conflict between Xhosa and Trekboers remained unresolved until the British 
occupation of the Cape in 1795. 
• Any other relevant points. 
Conclusion. 
Learners should tie up their explanation by writing a relevant conclusion. [50] 
TOTAL: {100} 
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HISTORY GRADE 10 
MARKS:  100  
TIME:  2:30 
JUNE EXAM 
 

 

Instructions and information 
 
1. This question paper consists of FOUR (4) questions 
 
SECTION A:  
 
Question 1 (Source-based) 
 
  How did European Expansion change the world? 

 
Question 2 (Source-based) 
 
 What transformations took place in southern Africa after 1750?  

 
SECTION B: 
 
Question 3 (Essay) 
 
 What was the World like around 1600? 

 
Question 4 (Essay) 
 
 How did the French Revolution lay foundations for modern democracies?  

 
2. Each question counts 50 marks. 
 
3. Candidates are required to answer TWO questions ONLY;  
    ONE (1) source-based question and ONE (1) essay question. 
 
4. When candidates answer questions, they are required to demonstrate application of    
    knowledge, skills and insight. 
 
6. Rewriting of the sources as answers will be to the disadvantage of candidates. 
 
7. Write neatly and legibly. 
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SECTION A: SOURCE-BASED QUESTIONS 
 
QUESTION 1: HOW WERE THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLE OF THE CAPE AFFECTED  
                        BY DUTCH COLONISATION?  

 
1.1. Refer to Source 1A 
1.1.1. What was the main aim of the Dutch who first settled in the Cape at Table Bay?    

                                                                                                                               (1x1)(1) 

1.1.2. What major problems did the Dutch face in trying to achieve the aims mentioned  

          above?                  (3x1)(3) 

1.1.3. How did the Dutch deal with the problem of indigenous people who refused to  

          offer assistance at the Cape?                           (2x1)(2) 

1.1.4. Who was the first slave to be brought to the Cape?              (1x1)(1)  

1.1.5. Where did some of the first slaves in the Cape come from?           (2x1)(2) 

 
1.2. Refer to Sources 1B  
1.2.1. Explain the following concepts: 

          (a) Colonists                                                                                                 (1x2)(2) 

          (b) Settlers                       (1x2)(2) 

1.2.2. Who were used to track down slaves that escaped?            (3x1)(3) 

1.2.3. Do you think the slaves were justified to run away from their masters?      (2x2)(4) 

1.2.4. How does Source 1B differ from Source 1A regarding the use of labour force        

          at the Cape?                           (2x2)(4) 

 

1.3. Refer to Source 1C 
1.3.1. Why, do you think, Europeans regarded the San as ‘untamable’?              (1x3)(3) 

1.3.2. What evidence is provided in the source that indicates that the Europeans  

          committed genocide on the San?              (1x1)(1) 
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1.3.3. Would you regard the source as reliable on its account of the Europeans’ views of  

          the San at the Cape?                      (2x2)(4)     

 

1.4. Refer to Sources 1D  
1.4.1. Who, do you think, are the TWO different groups of people in the painting?         

                             (2x1)(2) 

1.4.2. How would you describe their attitude towards each other?          (1x3)(3) 

1.4.3. What would you regard as the limitations of this source?          (1x2)(2) 

 

1.5. Refer to Sources 1E  
1.5.1. According to source 1E, why did some European countries colonize parts of the  

          world?                  (1x1)(1)  

1.5.2. How does Source 1E complement (support) Source 1D regarding the relations  

          that existed between the Europeans and the indigenous people at the Cape?       

                                (2x2)(4) 

1.6. Using all the sources, write a paragraph of about 6 (SIX) lines in which you explain  

       how European colonization affected the indigenous people at the Cape.     (6) 

                                    /50/ 

OR 
QUESTION 2 
WHAT EFFECT DID THE BOER TREKKERS MOVEMENT INTO THE                                                    
INTERIOR OF SOUTH AFRICA HAVE ON THE BASOTHO KINGDOM? 
 
2.1. Refer to Source 2A    
2.1.1 According to the source, what features did Moshoeshoe possess that impressed  

         Cassalis?                           (3x1)(3) 

2.1.2. What evidence does the source provide that indicates that Moshoeshoe had a  

          positive effect on the Basotho nation that he led?                                       (1x2)(2) 

2.1.3. Explain why people would have wanted to live in the Basotho Kingdom.    (2x2)(4)           

2.1.4. How reliable do you think the source is to one who is studying Moshoeshoe’s 
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          history?                 (2x2)(4) 

 

2.2. Refer to Source 2B 
2.2.1. Quote evidence from the source that suggests that visitors found the Basotho  

          culture unusual and exciting.              (2x1)(2) 

2.2.2. Refer to the source and your own knowledge. How do you think Moshoeshoe  

          used the mountain to protect his people from enemy attacks?          (2x2)(4) 

2.2.3. Would you regard this source as useful to a historian researching on the Basotho  

          way of life during Moshoeshoe’s reign?            (1x3)(3) 

 

2.3. Refer to Source 2C 
2.3.1. What do you think are the limitations of this source on the history of the Basotho?  

                             (1x3)(3) 

2.3.2. In what way does Source 2C complement Source 2B?           (2x2)(4) 

 
2.4. Refer to Source 2D 
2.4.1. From which colony did the Voortrekkers move to the Basotho territory?    (1x1)(1)  

2.4.2. Who are the people to the East of the Basotho who also had conflicts with the  

           Voortrekkers?                (1x1)(1)  

2.4.3. Would you consider the source useful to a historian researching the effect of  

          the Boer trekkers’ movement on the Basotho?            (2x2)(4) 

 

2.5. Refer to Source 2E 
2.5.1. Refer to the source and your own knowledge. What do you think may have been  

          the reason for Moshoeshoe to be ‘dissatisfied’?           (1x3)(3) 

2.5.2. Which people may have ‘overcrowded’ Moshoeshoe’s country?               (1x3)(3) 

2.5.3. As a historian, explain to what extent you would regard the information in the  

          source biased.                (1x3)(3) 
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2.6. Write a paragraph of about 6 lines (60 words) in which you discuss the effects of   

       the Boer trekkers on the Basotho Kingdom under Moshoeshoe.          (6) 

/50/ 

 

AND 
 

SECTION B: ESSAY QUESTIONS 
Answer only Question 3 OR Question 4 
 
QUESTION 3:  
 

Discuss how the Black Death across Europe in the 14th

 

 century brought about changes 

in society.                /50/ 

OR 
 

QUESTION 4: 
 

How did the French Revolution cast off the Ancient Regime? Discuss this in the context 

of the 18th

 

 century revolution in France.           /50/ 

 

OOOOO 
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HISTORY ADDENDUM 

GRADE 10 

MAY/JUNE 

 

QUESTION 1: HOW DID EUROPEAN COLONISATION AFFECT THE INDIGENOUS  
                        PEOPLE AT THE CAPE?  

SOURCE 1A 

This extract, adapted from http://slaveryinstitute.wordpress.com/slaveryin-thecape/ 
outlines why the Dutch East India Company established a colony at the Cape and the 
problems and resistance that they faced. Taken from Stephenson, C. et al 2011 New 
Generation History 1st edition, New Generation Publishers, Grade10, p 72. 

The Dutch, under Commander Jan van Riebeeck, were overwhelmed by the difficulties 
they faced in Table Bay. Survival and establishment of a successful refreshment station 
proved much more difficult than they had imagined. Everything pointed to the same 
disastrous failures befalling the Dutch as had been the case of settlements by others in 
East Africa  and Madagascar.  
The key factor was the lack of mass labour force to clear the bush, plough the land and 
to gather the stone and timber for building. The indigenous population was in resistance 
mode to offer assistance. The only way forward for the settlers was to import slaves to 
do this back-breaking work and later to provide the craftsmanship, finishes and 
comforts. 

The first slave that came to the Cape was Abraham van Batavia in 1653. A trickle of 
slaves followed in 1658 when a few hundred slaves from Angola and the coast of 
Guinea arrived in the Cape.  
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SOURCE 1B:  

An extract adapted from The Illustrated history of South Africa – The Real Story. Taken 
from New Generation Grade 10 p 73. 

Almost from the start, slaves began to run away, because of ill treatment, overwork 
and the natural desire to live as a free person… “These ignorant people”, wrote a 
disgruntled owner, “still believe that they will be able to reach some country where 
they will be relieved of their bondage”, and he ended with a prediction that “they may 
expect nothing else than to be destroyed in a most miserable manner by hunger, the 
beasts of prey, or brutal natives”.  
Soldiers and burghers were sent in pursuit, and Khoikhoi were offered tobacco or 
brandy to track down the runaways, though without much success. It was only when 
Khoikhoi hostages were taken and kept at the fort against their will that they showed 
any interest in co-operating.  

 

SOURCE 1C 

This source highlights how the settlers viewed the San. Adapted from 2005 National 
Geographic Society, http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/ngm0102.Taken from: 
Johanneson,B. et al 2011. Focus History Grade 10, p 64.  

European colonists thought the San were “untamable” and a threat to livestock, 
settlers treated (the San) as vermin, killing them in great numbers. They saw them 
as “living fossils”, not entirely human. And the extraordinary Bushmen languages, 
with their tonal clicks, were regarded as animal sounds rather than human speech, 
“like the clucking of hens, or gabbling of turkey”.  

 
Vermin- wild creatures believed to damage crops, used in an insulting way to describe 
people as causing problems to the rest of society.   
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SOURCE 1D 
 
A Dutch painting showing the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck in the Cape. 

 

 

Source: www.blogspot.com/arrival-of-the-dutch-in-south-africa.jpg accessed 29/04/2013 

SOURCE 1E 

This is a conversation written down by a traveler to the Cape. It is an argument that took 
place between a Khoikhoi leader called Koerikei,and a Dutch settler called Van der 
Merwe. 

Taken from, Johanneson B. ,et al. 2011. Focus History Grade 10, p 66. 

 

Koerikei was standing just out of range of Van der Merwe’s gun. He called out: “Why do 
you occupy all the places where the eland and the animals are – why do you not remain 
where the sun sets, where you first were?”  
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Van der Merwe asked: “Why do you not remain in peace as before? Do you not have 
enough land?” 

Koerikei shouted back and defiantly waved his bow: “I do not wish to leave the area 
where I was born. I will kill your shepherds and drive them away… People will see who 
will win” 

 

 

QUESTION 2: WHAT EFFECT DID THE BOER TREKKERS MOVEMENT INTO 
                        THE INTERIOR OF SOUTH AFRICA HAVE ON THE BASOTHO  
                        KINGDOM?            

SOURCE 2A 

The following extract was written by the French missionary, Casalis about Moshoeshoe, 
Casalis arrived in Lesotho in 1833.  [Casalis, F, 1971] (Taken from Making History 
Grade 10, Heinemann, 2005) 

 

The chief bent upon me a look at once majestic and benevolent. His profile, more 
aquiline (thin and pointed) than that of the generality of his subjects, his well-developed 
forehead, the fullness and regularity of his features, his eyes, a little weary it seemed, 
but full of intelligence and softness, made a deep impression on me. I felt at once that I 
had to do with a superior man, trained to think, to command others, and above all 
himself. 

He has also, by his example and interference, imparted to the Tribe a character of 
humanity and gentleness of manners, very remarkable. Robberies and murders are 
almost unheard of. Foreigners are everywhere respected and well received. Capital 
punishments (death penalty) have been done away with and replaced by heavy fines. 
He has an active mind, and always appears to be thinking; his eyes, when there is 
anything to rouse him, flash with intelligence... 

In conversation, he can turn from one subject to another.  "Casalis," he will explain, "I 
see men have been the same in all ages.  Greeks and Romans, Frenchmen, 
Englishmen and Basotho’s all have one common nature… 
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Source 2B 

The following source was taken from A. Smith who kept a diary between1834-1836. 
This is his account of their visit to Moshoeshoe. [Smith, A. South African Journals  
1834-1836] (Taken from Making History Grade 10, Heinemann, 2005) 

...  we reached the base of the hill upon which Moschesh [Moshoeshoe] resided by the 
evening of the 21st [October 1834] ... On reaching our destination Moshoeshoe soon 
visited us... During the early part of the evening novel and interesting scenes were 
constantly occurring. 

 Herds of cattle passing our camp either preceded or followed by the herders (someone 
who looks after cattle) and running or walking or sporting about according to the tones 
of their whistle. And others winding (climbing the twisting path) their course up the 
rugged [slopes] of the mountain ...  

In the progress of the cattle we could discover the path we were the next day to follow 
on our visit to the mountain. Various paths exist by which the mountain’s summit is to be 
reached but we preferred … the easiest which also happened to be the one most 
convenient to our camp... 
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Source 2C 

A Picture of Thaba Bosiu Mountain, taken from: Making History Grade 10, p 
220.
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Source 2D 
 
The source below was taken from www.sahistory.org.za accessed 18/09/2012. It shows 
the movement of the Voortrekkers into the interior of South Africa and the African 
Kingdoms that were already in the area when the Voortrekkers arrived. 
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Source 2E  
 
A statement by Moshoeshoe quoted in L. Thompson, Survival in Two Worlds, p 309 
(Taken from Focus history p 210)   
“I am dissatisfied- I have been covered  with  shame- and I feel great grief; for the 
hope I had has fallen  to the  ground, and the affairs  have been settled  in quite  a 
different  way to what we had been led to expect ... I was never consulted. I am only 
left a small part of my country, which is overcrowded with people.” 

 

THE END 
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HISTORY GRADE 10 

MEMORANDUM 

MARKS: 100 

 

 

 

1.1. The following levels of questions were used to assess source-based   
        questions. 

LEVELS OF SOURCE-BASED QUESTIONS 

LEVEL 1 (L 1)  Extract evidence from sources 

LEVEL 2 (L 2)  Explain historical concepts 
 Straightforward interpretation of the sources 
 What is being said by the author or creator of the source?  
 What are the views or opinions on an issue expressed by a 

source? 
 Compare information in sources 

LEVEL 3 (L 3)  Interpret and evaluate information and data from sources 
 Engage with questions of bias, reliability and usefulness of 

sources 
 Compare and contrast interpretations and perspectives within 

sources and by authors 
 of sources 

 

1.2. The following table indicates how to assess source-based questions. 

•  In the marking of source-based questions credit needs to be given to any other valid and  
   relevant viewpoints, arguments, evidence or examples. 

•  In the allocation of marks emphasis should be placed on how the requirements of the question  
   have been addressed. 

•  In the marking guideline the requirements of the question (skills that need to be addressed) as  
   well as the level of the question are indicated in italics. 

 

1.3. Global assessment of the essay 
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The essay will be assessed holistically (globally). This approach requires the educator to score 
the overall product as a whole, without scoring the component parts separately. This approach 
encourages the learner to offer an individual opinion by using selected factual evidence to 
support an argument. The learner will not be required to simply regurgitate "facts" in order to 
achieve a high mark. This approach discourages learners from preparing "model" answers and 
reproducing them without taking into account the specific requirements of the question. Holistic 
marking of the essay credits learners' opinions supported by evidence. Holistic assessment, 
unlike content-based marking, does not penalise language inadequacies as the emphasis is on 
the following: 

•  the construction of argument; 

•  the appropriate selection of factual evidence to support such argument;  
           and the learner's interpretation of the question. 

Assessment procedures of the essay 

1. Keep the synopsis in mind when assessing the essay. 

2. During the first reading of the essay ticks need to be awarded for a  

    relevant introduction (indicated by a bullet in the marking  
    guideline/memorandum), each of the main points/aspects that is properly  
    contextualized (also indicated by bullets in the marking  
    guideline/memorandum) and a relevant conclusion (indicated by a bullet in the  
    marking guideline/memorandum) e.g. in an answer where there are 5 main  
    points there will be 7 ticks. 

3. The following additional symbols can also be used: 

• introduction, main aspects and conclusion not properly  contextualized 

          ^ 
• wrong statement  _________________ 

 

• irrelevant statement   | 

| 

| 
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• repetition     R 

 

• analysis     A√ 

 

• interpretation    1√ 

 

2. The matrix 

2.1 Use of the matrix in the marking of extended writing  

In the marking of extended writing with reference to page 6 the given criteria shown in the matrix 
should be used. In assessing the extended writing note should be taken of both the content and 
presentation. At the point of intersection of the content and presentation based on the seven 
competency levels, a mark should be awarded. 

2.1.1 The first reading of extended writing will be to determine to what extent the  
         main aspects have been covered and to allocate the content level (on the  
         matrix). 

   

C LEVEL 4  

 

 

  

 

2.1.2 The second reading of extended writing will relate to the level (on the matrix) of 

         presentation.   

C LEVEL 4  

P LEVEL 5  
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2.1.3 Allocate an overall mark with the use of the matrix. 

    

C LEVEL 4 } 30 - 33 

 P LEVEL 5 

 

 

MATRIX FOR MARKING GRADE 10 ESSAY: TOTAL MARKS: 50 

PRESENTATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTENT 

LEVEL 7 
Well-planned and 
structured essay.  
Good synthesis of 
information. 
Developed an original, 
well-balanced and 
independent line of 
argument with the use 
of evidence, sustained 
and defended the 
argument throughout. 

LEVEL 6 
Well-planned and 
structured essay.  
Relevant line of 
argument.  
Evidence used to 
defend the 
argument. 

LEVEL 5 
Well-planned and 
structured essay.  
Developed a clear 
argument.  
Conclusions drawn 
from evidence. 
Independent 
conclusion. 
Evidence used to 
support argument. 

LEVEL 4 
Planned & 
structured an 
argument. 
Evidence used to 
support 
argument. 
Conclusions 
reached based on 
evidence. 

LEVEL 3 
Shows some 
evidence of a 
planned and 
constructed 
argument.  
Attempts to 
sustain a line of 
argument.  
Conclusions not 
clearly supported 
by evidence. 

LEVEL 2 
Attempts to 
structure an 
answer. 
Largely 
descriptive or 
some attempt 
at developing 
an argument.   
 

LEVEL 1 
Little or no 
attempt to 
structure the 
essay. 
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LEVEL 7 
Question has been fully 
answered.  Content 
selection fully relevant to 
line of argument. 

47 – 50   43 – 46       

LEVEL 6 

Question has been 
answered. Content 
selection relevant to line of 
argument. 

43 – 46 40 – 42 38 – 39     

LEVEL 5 

Question answered to a 
great extent. Content 

adequately covered and 
relevant.  

38 – 39  36 – 37 34 – 35 30 – 33    

LEVEL 4 

Question is recognizable in 
answer.Some omissions or 
irrelevant content 
selections. 

  30 – 33 28 – 29 26 – 27   

LEVEL 3 

Content selection does 
relate to the question, but 
does not answer it, or does 
not always relate to the 
question. Omissions in 
coverage. 

   26 – 27 24 – 25 20 – 23  

LEVEL 2 

Question inadequately 
addressed. Sparse content.  

    20 – 23 18 – 19 14– 17 

LEVEL 1 

Question inadequately 
addressed or not at 
all.Inadequate or irrelevant 
content.   

     14 – 17 00 – 13    
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SOURCE- BASED QUESTIONS 

QUESTION 3: HOW WERE THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLE OF THE CAPE AFFECTED  
                        BY DUTCH COLONISATION? 

1.1. 
1.1.1. (Extraction of evidence from Source 1A L1) 

• To establish a refreshment station.         (1x1) (1) 

1.1.2. (Extraction of evidence from Source 1A L1)     
• The indigenous people was reluctant to assist 
• ploughing the land 
• Lack of workforce 
• *gathering the stone and timber for building             (3x1) (3) 

 
1.1.3. (Extraction of evidence from Source 1A L1) 

• importing slaves 
• provide craftsmanship, finishes and comforts               (2x1) (2) 

 
1.1.4. (Extraction of evidence from Source 1A, L1) 

• Abraham van Batavia.                     (1x1) (1) 
 
1.1.5. (Extraction of information from Source 1A, L1) 

• Angola  
• Coast of Guinea            (2x1) (2) 

 
1.2. 
1.2.1. (Explanation of historical terms in Source 1B, L2) 
      (a) Colonists:  

• A group of people who form a settlement in one country, which is under the rule 
of another country.  

• Any other relevant response               (1x2) (2) 

      (b) Settler:  
• A person who settles in a country that is being newly populated.  
• Any other relevant response               (1x2) (2) 

  
1.2. 2. (Extraction of evidence from Source 1B, L1) 

• The Khoikhoi 
•  Soldiers 
• Burghers         (3x1) (3) 
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1.2.3. (Determining justification of a view expressed on an issue in Source 1B, L2) 
Candidates should indicate either Justified or Not Justified and support their response 
with relevant evidence. 

JUSTIFIED  
• They were treated as animals/ wild creatures by their masters 
• They were overworked 
• They were not respect  
• They were killed in great numbers 
• They desired to live as free persons 
• Any other relevant response 

 
NOT JUSTIFIED 

• They were treated “better” than the indigenous people.   
• They were lazy 
• They were ignorant of the world outside 
• They would be killed by beasts 
• They would die of hunger 
•  Any other relevant response.       (2x2) (4) 

1.2.4. (Comparing and contrasting information in Sources 1A & 1B, L2) 
       The candidates MUST refer to both sources 

• Source 1A refers to the use of indigenous people while Source 1B refers to the 
use of slaves. 

• Source 1A states that the indigenous people resisted to be used while Source 1B 
states that the slaves ran away. 

• Any other relevant response      (2x2) (4) 

 
1.3. 
1.3.1. (Interpret and evaluate information from Source 1C, L3) 

• The San would not change their way of life even after being persuaded by the 
Europeans. 

• Any other relevant response      (1x3) (3) 

1.3.2. (Extraction of information from Source 1C, L1) 
• Killing them in great numbers      (1x1) (1) 

1.3.3 (Engaging with questions of reliability of Source 1C, L3) 
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Candidates should indicate either Reliable or Not Reliable and support their response 
with relevant evidence. 

RELIABLE 
• The source confirms information in other sources on the treatment of the 

indigenous people by Europeans 
• The source is taken from a national website 
• Any relevant response 

NOT RELIABLE 
• The source was produced many years after the events 
• The author of the source and audience are unknown 
• There is no evidence on from the Europeans’ perspective 
• Any relevant response       (2x2) (4) 

 

1.4. 
1.4.1. (Straightforward interpretation of Source 1D, L2) 

• The Dutch settlers/ Europeans / Van Riebeeck and his people 
• The Khoikhoi / San / Indigenous people  
• Any relevant response       (2x1) (2) 

1.4.2. (Straightforward interpretation of Source 1D, L2) 
The candidates should refer to both groups in their answer 

• The Dutch/ Europeans displayed appear dominant and superior while the 
indigenous people appear weak and scared.  

• The Dutch/ Europeans appear to be there to stay ( with a flag) while the 
indigenous people appear surprised and threatened.  

• Any other relevant response.      (1x3) (3) 

1.4.3. (Engage with questions of limitations of Source 1D, L3) 
• The Dutch/ Europeans are painted as central figures as if they are owners of the 

country. 
• The indigenous people are reflected as peripheral (in the sidelines) / minor / 

unimportant. 
• The painting represents only the view of the painter that may be biased. 
• The painting may have been a work of art and not based on real events. 
• Any other relevant response.      (1x2) (2) 

1.5.1. (Extraction of evidence from Source 1E, L1) 
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• To bring peace among the indigenous people    (1x1) (1) 

1.5.2. (Comparing and contrasting interpretations and perspectives within Sources 1D &  
           1E, L3) 
       The candidates MUST refer to both sources in their response 

• Source 1D displays contact which results in conflict reflected in Source 1E. 
• The Dutch/ Europeans appear dominant in Source 1D and they are accused of 

occupying all places where the eland and animals are in Source 1E. 
• Any other relevant response.      (2x2) (4) 

 1.6. (Interpretation, evaluation and analysis of information from Sources, L3) 
• European colonisation had a devastating effect on the native populations. 
• Their ways of life changed forever. 
• They had to accept European laws and customs, religion, traditional values and 

culture. 
• They lost land and became forced labourers. 
• Communal property ownership was lost.  
• Any other relevant response. 

Use the following rubric to assess the paragraph 
LEVEL LEVEL DESCPRIPTORS MARKS 

LEVEL 1 • Uses evidence in an elementary manner, e.g. shows 
little or no understanding of the effect of 
colonisation on the indigenous people. 

• Uses evidence partially to write a paragraph on the topic 
or cannot write a paragraph on the topic.  

0 – 2  

LEVEL 2 • Evidence used is mostly relevant and relates to a great 
extent to the topic, e.g. shows an understanding of the 
effect of colonisation on the indigenous people. 

• Uses evidence in a basic manner to write a paragraph. 

3 – 4  

LEVEL 3 • Uses relevant evidence, e.g. demonstrates a thorough 
understanding of the effect of colonisation, and is 
able to explain critically how the lifestyles and 
cultures of the indigenous people were eroded. 

• Uses evidence very effectively in an organized 
paragraph that shows an understanding of the topic.  

5 – 6  

                  (6) 

            /50/ 

OR 
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QUESTION 2: WHAT FACTORS INFLUENCED THE TRANSFORMATIONS THAT  
                        TOOK PLACE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA AFTER 1750? 

2.1. 
2.1.1. (Extraction of evidence from Source 2A, L1) 

• Intelligence 
• Softness 
• Trained to think 
• Could command others 
• Could turn from one subject to another referring to cultures like Greeks, Romans 

and French           (Any 3x1) (3) 
 

2.1.2. (Extraction of evidence from Source 2A, L1)  
• He had imparted a character of humanity and gentleness of manners 

          (1x2) (2) 
2.1.3. (Straightforward interpretation of Source 2A, L2) 

•  Everybody, including foreigners was treated with respect 
• Robberies and murders were unheard of. 
• Foreigners were respected 
• There was no capital punishment  
• Any relevant response       (2x2) (4) 

2.1.4. (Engaging with questions of reliability of Source 2A, L3) 
Candidates should indicate either Reliable or Not Reliable and support their response 
with relevant evidence. 

RELIABLE 
• The source was written by a person who lived and met Moshoeshoe 
• The author was a respectable missionary 
• The source supports views presented in other sources about Moshoeshoe 
• Any relevant response 

NOT RELIABLE 
• There is no evidence on the time of the production of the source 
• This may have been Casalis’ own opinion of Moshoeshoe and may have been 

biased 
• The source may have been altered as it was taken from a textbook 
• Any relevant response       (2x2) (4) 
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2.2. 
2.2.1. (Extraction of evidence from Source 2B, L1) 

• During the early part of the evening novel and interesting scenes were constantly 
occurring 

• Herds of cattle passing our camp either preceded or followed by the herders 
running, walking or sporting about according to the tones of their whistle (2x1) (2) 

2.2.2. (Straightforward interpretation of Source 2B, L2) 
• Steep slopes made it difficult to climb the mountain 
• They rolled stones down when attacked 
• They could store food and water on top because of the flat surface 
• Several paths enabled the Basotho to climb the mountain 
• Any relevant response       (2x2) (4) 

2.2.3. (Engaging with the question of usefulness of Source 2B)  

Candidates should indicate either Useful or Not Useful and support their response with 
relevant evidence. 

USEFUL 
• The source is an account of an eyewitness  
• The details of the Basotho way of life is presented in the source 
• The source was produced shortly after the events 
• Any relevant response 

NOT USEFUL 
• The source is not the original handwritten diary entry  
• The source may have been altered from the original copy 
• The source may have been exaggerated  
• Any relevant response       (1x3) (3) 

 

2.3. 
2.3.1. (Engage with questions of limitations of Source 2C, L3) 

• The source does not point out the paths used by the Basotho 
• The source does not display the Basotho residences 
• The source does not present all the details about the Basotho way of life and the 

effects of the trekkers’ movement 
• Any relevant response       (1x3) (3) 
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2.3.2. (Comparing information in Sources 2C & 2B, L2) 
• The source displays steep slopes 
• The furthest part of the mountain displays an area that could be easier to climb 
• Any relevant response       (2x2) (4) 

2.4. 
2.4.1. (Extract evidence from Source 2D, L1) 

• From the Cape Colony       (1x1) (1) 

2.4.2. (Extract evidence from Source 2D, L1) 
• The Zulu         (1x1) (1) 

2.4.3. (Engage with the question of usefulness of Source 2D, L3) 
Candidates should indicate either Useful or Not Useful and support their response with 
relevant evidence. 

USEFUL 
• The source displays the routes and areas the Vootrekkers followed into the 

interior 
• The source gives a summarized understanding of settlements in the period 
• From a credible History website 
• Any relevant response 

NOT USEFUL 
• It is an interpretation by the author  
• There is no evidence of the source’s period and place of production. 
• The authenticity of the source is questionable 
• Any relevant response       (2x2) (4) 

2.5. 
2.5.1. (Determining a view expressed on an issue in Source 2E, L2) 

• Moshoeshoe had been betrayed by the whites he had given land to reside in 
• Decisions on who would own certain parts of Basotholand had gone against 

Moshoeshoe 
• Some of his subjects and family members had left him for the Missionary stations 
• Any other relevant response          (1x3) (3) 

 
2.5.2. (Straightforward interpretation of Source 2E, L2) 

• The Europeans / Missionaries who had been accommodated in his country 
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• The outcasts (people chased away) from the Basotho who went to stay with 
Missionaries 

• His own people, because his country had become very small 
• Any other relevant response        (1x3) (3) 

2.5.3 (Engaging with the question of bias in Source 2E, L3) 
• The source is only presenting Moshoeshoe’s view 
• Any other relevant response      (1x3) (3) 

2.6. (Interpretation, evaluation and analysis of information from Sources, L3) 
• Traded with the Basotho e.g. guns 
• Basotho were positively influenced by new ideas  
• Continuous conflict 
• Most of the Basotho land was taken away 
• Instability in the area 
• Basotho strength was weakened 
• The Kingdom was threatened 
• Finally asked for protection from the British 
• Any other relevant response  

Use the following rubric to assess the paragraph: 

LEVEL LEVEL DESCPRIPTORS MARKS 
LEVEL 1 • Uses evidence in an elementary manner, e.g. shows 

little or no understanding of the influence the Boer 
trekkers had on the Basotho Kingdom under 
Moshoeshoe. 

• Uses evidence partially to write a paragraph on the 
topic or cannot write a paragraph on the topic.  

0 – 2  

LEVEL 2 • Evidence used is mostly relevant and relates to a great 
extent to the topic, e.g. shows an understanding of 
the influence the Boer trekkers had on the Basotho 
Kingdom under Moshoeshoe. 

• Uses evidence in a basic manner to write a paragraph. 

3 – 4  

LEVEL 3 • Uses relevant evidence, e.g. demonstrates a 
thorough understanding of the influence the Boer 
trekkers had on the Basotho under Moshoeshoe. 

• Uses evidence very effectively in an organized 
paragraph that shows an understanding of the topic.  

5 – 6  

                      (6) 
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SECTION B: ESSAY QUESTIONS 

QUESTION 3:  
 

Discuss how the Black Death across Europe in the 14th

SYNOPSIS 

 century brought about changes 

in society.                 

Candidates need to discuss how the Black Death in the 14th

MAIN ASPECTS 

 century brought changes in 
society. 

Candidates should include the following aspects in their response: 

 Introduction: Candidates should indicate how the Black Death/ bubonic plagues 
came about and came to impact on European society in the 14th

ELABORATION 

 century. 
 

• The Black Death or bubonic plagues 
• Death of millions of people across Europe 
• People abandoned their property and fled 
• Land was left vacant 
• Peasants had more land for farming  
• Workers became scarce and could demand higher wages 
• Women assumed duties beyond household responsibilities 
• The rise of the Middle Class 
• The Renaissance - developments in the fields of science, art, etc 

Conclusion: Candidates need to tie up their discussion with a relevant conclusion. 

/50/ 

 

OR 
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QUESTION 4: 

How did the French Revolution cast off the Ancient Regime? Discuss this in the context 
of the 18th

SYNOPSIS 

 century revolution in France.  

Candidates need to discuss the causes and course of the French Revolution.   

MAIN ASPECTS 

Candidates should include the following aspects in their response: 

 Introduction: Candidates should state the developments that led to the French 
Revolution in 1789. 

 

ELABORATION 

• Absolute Monarchy – Louis XVI 
• Privileges of the 1st and 2nd

• Role of the 3
 Estates 

rd

• The Tennis Court Oath 
 Estate 

• The storming of the Bastille 
• Abolition of feudal Rights and privileges 
• The Declaration of the Rights of Man 
• March to Versailles 
• Flight of the King 
• Execution of the King 
• The Constitution of 1791 
• The National Convention 

Conclusion: Candidates need to tie up their discussion with a relevant conclusion. 
            (50) 

 

OOOOOOO 
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HISTORY GRADE 10 
MARKS: 150 
TIME: 3 hours 
NOVEMBER EXAM 
 
This question paper consists of 6 pages 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

• THIS QUESTION PAPER CONSISTS OF FOUR QUESTIONS 
 

• TWO SOURCE- BASED QUESTIONS AND TWO ESSAY QUESTIONS 
 

• ANSWER ONLY THREE QUESTIONS 
 

• CAREFULLY CONSULT THE ADDENDUM BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO  
ANSWER THE QUESTIONS  

 
• WRITE NEATLY AND LEGIBLY 

 
• LABEL YOUR ANSWERS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBERING SYSTEM SUPPLIED IN THE 

QUESTION PAPER 
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QUESTION 1: WHAT EFFECT DID THE BOER TREKKERS MOVEMENT  INTO  
                       THE INTERIOR OF SOUTH AFRICA HAVE ON THE BASOTHO 
                       KINGDOM? 

1. Use sources 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D to answer the following questions 
 1.1. Refer to Source 1A    
 
       1.1.1 List four characteristics of Moshoeshoe as mentioned by Cassalis in 
              the Source.                                                                           (4x1) (4) 
 
      1.1.2. Quote evidence from the source that indicates that Moshoeshoe was 

     an intelligent leader.                                                      (1x2) (2) 
 

      1.1.3 Explain why people would have wanted to live in the Basotho  
                 Kingdom.                                                                                    (2x2) (4) 

 
      1.1.4. How did Cassalis regard Moshoeshoe?                                     (2x2) (4) 
 
      1.1.5 How reliable do you think the Source is, when studying Moshoeshoe’s  
               history ?                                                                                       (2x2) (4) 
 
        1.2. Refer to Source 1B 

 
       1.2.1 What was the name of the mountain that Moshoeshoe used as his  
                stronghold?                                                                         (1x2) (2) 
 
       1.2.2. Quote evidence from the source that suggests that visitors found 
                  the Basotho culture unusual and exciting.            (1x2) (2) 
 
         1.2.3 How did Moshoeshoe make use of Thaba Bosiu to protect his  
                 people from enemy attacks?                        (2x2) (4) 
 

 1.3   Refer to Source 1C 
 
         1.3.1. Name the two rivers between which the Basotho Kingdom was 
                 situated.                                                                           (2x1) (2) 

 
       1.3.2. Explain why the area was popular to the many indigenous groups.  
                                                                                                          (1x2) (2) 
       1.3.3. What made the Voortrekkers to move into the interior of 
                 South Africa?                                                                            (2x2) (4) 
 
       1.3.4. How did the movement of the Voortrekkers into the interior of South Africa 
                 affect the Basotho Kingdom?             (2x2) (4) 
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1.3.5 What are the limitations of this source to a historian studying the impact 
         of the Voortrekkers on Basotho?                                                       (1x2) (2)  
 
 
1.4. Refer to Source 1D 
 
 1.4.1. How does Source 1D complement (support) Source 1C                 (1x2) (2) 
 
  1.4.2. Between 1854 –1866, numerous battles were fought between the Boers  
            and the Basotho. Justify by referring to Source 1D that Moshoeshoe had 
            no choice but to turn to the British for protection by 1869.           (1x2) (2) 

 
 
  1.5 Write a paragraph of about 6 lines (60 words) in which you discuss 
        the effects of the Boer trekkers  on the Basotho Kingdom under 
        Moshoeshoe.                                    (6) 

 
 

                                                                                                                       (50) 
 
 
 
QUESTION 2: HOW WERE THE AFRICANS AFFECTED BY THE DISCOVERY OF 
                        MINERALS? 
 
 Use sources 2A, 2B 2C and 2D to answer the following questions 
 
2.1 Refer to Source 2A 
 
      2.1.1. What made young African men look for work in the mines?          (1x1) (1) 
 
     2.1.2. How were families affected by the absence of young men?            (2x1) (2) 
 
     2.1.3. Explain: 
              
               (a) Migrant worker.                                                                           (1x2) (2) 
 
     2.1.4. Explain the negative effects that the absence of fathers had on their 
               families                                                                                             (2x2) (4) 
 
2.2. Refer to Source 2B 
 
      2.2.1. According to the Source what were the main reasons for the designing 
               of passes                                                                                        (3x1) (3) 
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      2.2.2 Explain what were the Passes                                                      (1x2) (2) 
 
     2.2.3. What is meant by the statement” They were treated as second class 
               citizens”                                                                                          (1x2) (2) 
 
      2.2.4. How do you think the following would have reacted to the pass laws? 
 
                (a) Africans 
 
                 (b) Whites                                                                                      (2x2) (4) 
 
    2.2.5. Explain whether the British and the Boers were justified in making the  
              African men to carry passes                                                             (1x2) (2) 
 
2.3. Refer to source 2C 
 
    2.3.1. Why were the miners made to sign contracts?                             (2x2) (4) 
 
    2.3.2. According to the source what advantages did white miners have over 
              African  miners?                                                                              (2x2) (4) 
 
    2.3.3. Use the source and your own words to explain:    
 
            (a) Compounds                                                                                  (1x2) (2) 
 
 
   2. 3. 4. Explain how whites justified Africans having to work on the mines. 
                                                                                                                       (1x2) (2) 
 
 
  2.3.5. How useful would this source be to a historian studying the effects/ 
            results of the discovery of mines on the Africans?                              (1x2) (2) 
 
2.4. Refer to Source 2D 
 
    2.4.1. How does Source 2D complement (support) Source 2C?               (1x2) (2) 
 
    2.4.2. What impression is created by the photo about the living conditions 
              of the African miners?                                                                     (2x2) (4) 
 
   2.4.3. Explain how the mine owners benefitted from the miners living conditions? 
                                                                                                                      (1x2) (2) 
 
 
2.5. Use all the sources and your knowledge to write a paragraph of about 6 lines 
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      (60 words) explaining the effects of the discovery of minerals on the Africans. (6) 
 
                                                                                                                                (50) 
 
 
ESSAY QUESTIONS 
 
 
QUESTION 3.  
 
The annexation of the Republic of Natal in 1834 was purely driven by the British desire 
to protect the Africans. 
 
Do you agree? Discuss                                                                                       (50) 
 
 
 
QUESTION 4.  
 
Discuss the roles and experiences of the Africans in the South African War. 
 
                                                                                                                           (50) 
 
                                                                                                     TOTAL: 150 
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HISTORY ADDENDUM 
GRADE 10 
NOVEMBER  
 

This addendum consists of 5 pages 

 
QUESTION 1: WHAT EFFECT DID THE TREKKER BOERS MOVEMENT INTO 
                      THE  INTERIOR OF SOUTH AFRICA HAVE ON THE BASOTHO 
                       KINGDOM? 

Source 1A: The following extract was written by the French missionary, Casalis 
                    about Moshoeshoe 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“The chief bent upon me a look at once majestic and benevolent. His profile, more 
aquiline than that of the generality of his subjects, his well-developed forehead, 
the fullness and regularity of his features, his eyes, a little weary it seemed, but 
full of intelligence and softness, made a deep impression on me. I felt at once that 
I had to do with a superior man, trained to think, to command others, and above 
all himself 

He has also, by his example and interference, imparted to the Tribe a character of 
humanity and gentleness of manners, very remarkable Robberies and murders 
are almost unheard of. Foreigners are everywhere respected and well received. 
Capital punishments (death penalty) have been done away with a replaced by 
heavy fines. He has an active mind, and always appears to be thinking; his eyes, 
when there is anything to rouse him, flash with intelligence... 

In conversation, he can turn from one subject to another.  "Casalis," he will 
explain, "I see men have been the same in all ages.  Greeks and Romans, 
Frenchmen, Englishmen and Basotho’s all have one common nature 
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Source 1D: The source below shows the reduction in the size of the Basotho Kingdom 
and also refers to Moshoeshoe’s feelings about the reduction of his Kingdom. (Taken 
from Focus history pg.210)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A statement by Moshoeshoe quoted in L. Thompson, Survival in Two Worlds, p 
309 

“I am dissatisfied- I have been covered  with  shame- and I feel great grief; for the hope I 
had has fallen  to the  ground, and the affairs  have been settled  in quite  a different  
way to what we had been led to expect ... I was never consulted. I am only left a small 
part of my country, which is overcrowded with people.” 

____Basotho Boundary laid down  in Treaty ofThaba  Bosiu (1866) 

_._._._._.Boundary of Basutoland  when it became British territory  (1869) 
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QUESTION 2: HOW DID THE DISCOVERY OF MINERALS AFFECT AFRICANS? 
 
Source 2A: The source below explains the effects of the discovery of minerals on 
Africans (Stephenson, C.A. et al: New Generation history for Grade 10) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source 2B: The source below explains reasons for the designing of passes and the 
effects they had on Africans (Stephenson, C.A. et al: New Generation history for Grade 
10) 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Because the productive young men were forced to find work in the mines in order 
to pay taxes, the women, children and old men had to take over their jobs. 

 The result of this was that less food was produced 
 This made people more dependent on money sent home by migrant 

workers... 
 Family life in the rural areas suffered a great deal 
 Children rarely saw their fathers who were away on the mines 
 Wives rarely saw their husbands. This affected traditional families in terms 

of their cultural and traditional beliefs. 

After gold was found, the Transvaal governments (both British and Boer) 
introduced laws that made all African men to carry passes. 

 Passes were designed to control the movement of black people and to 
control where they stayed 

This was done to: 

 Make sure that black workers did not leave the mines before their contracts 
expired 

 Place them on areas where their labour was needed 
 This had a negative impact on black South Africans, they were treated as 

second class citizens 
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Source 2 C: The source explains how mine owners tried to keep the African miners in 
the mines for as long as possible and the effects that had on their families (was taken 
from: Readers Digest Illustrated History of South Africa   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Having got the labourer to the mines, it was necessary to keep him there, at least for 
as long as the period of his contract and, if possible even longer. Whereas white 
workers eventually sent for their families and lived in the developing suburb of 
Johannesburg. Africans were housed in compounds... 

So far as whites were concerned, African worked on the mines because it was an 
attractive way of providing for their families’ wants. The reality was different. The 
wages were just sufficient to enable the workers to maintain himself in town, with a 
little left over, if he was lucky, to take home to his family. The families of those who 
had left their holdings on which white-owned farms, bereft (suffering the loss of) of 
their strongest men folk, struggled to exist- and the land gradually became 
impoverished (over cultivated) to the point of where it could no longer support them   
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Source 2 D: The photograph below shows the African miners outside their compound. 
(Taken from Focus History: Johanneson. B.et al.)   
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MEMORANDUM 

HISTORY GRADE 10 

OCT/NOV EXAM 

MARKS 150 

 
 
 
QUESTION 1: WHAT EFFECT DID THE TREKKER BOERS  MOVEMENT INTO THE  
                    INTERIOR OF SOUTH AFRICA HAVE ON THE BASOTHO 
                    KINGDOM? 

 
       1.1.1 L1 

• Intelligence;  
• Softness;  
• Trained to think;  
• Could command others                                                              (any 4x1) (4) 

 
      1.1.2. L1 
 

• He can turn from one subject to another referring to cultures like Greeks, 
Romans and French.                                                                    (1x2) (2) 
                                                       

      1.1.3 L1 
• Basotho’s had a character of humanity and gentleness  
• Robberies and murders are almost unheard of 
• Foreigners are everywhere respected and well received 
• Capital punishments (death penalty) have been done away with  (2x2)  (4) 

 
      1.1.4 L2 

• Great / Strong leader 
• Led by example 
•  Any relevant response                                                                     (2x2) (4) 

 
     1.1.5 L3 

REALIABLE: 
• Primary source 
• Written by someone that knew him well 
• Any other relevant answer 
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UNRELIABLE: 
• Casalis’ opinion 
• Can be biased 
• Any other relevant answer                                                            (2x2)  (4) 

 
 1.2.  

 
1.2.1 L1 

• Thaba Bosiu                                                                                 (1x2) (2) 
                                                                       
 
1.2.2. L2 

• During the early part of the evening novel and interesting scenes were 
constantly occurring 

• Herds of cattle passing our camp either preceded or followed by the herders  
running,  walking or sporting about according to the tones of their whistle 
                                                                                                         (1x2) (2) 

 
    1.2.3 L2 

• Steep slopes made it difficult to climb the mountain 
• They rolled stones down when attacked 
• Could store food and water on top because of the flat surface 
• Any other relevant answer                                                                     (2x2) (4) 

 
 1.3   Refer to Source 1C 

 
         1.3.1. L1 
 

• Orange River 
• Caledon River                                                                                       (2x1) (2) 

 
 

       1.3.2. Level 2 
• The area was very fertile  
• Any other relevant answer                                                                   (1x2) (2) 

 
    1.3.3. L2 
 

• They no longer wanted to be under British control 
• The continuous conflict with the Xhosa on the border 
• Needed more land for grazing 
• Any other relevant answer                                                                   (2x2) (4) 
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1.3.4. L2 
 

• The Trekkers occupied land owned by the Basotho or other indigenous groups 
• Trekkers claimed parts of the land as their own 
• Put the Basotho under pressure to protect their territory 
• Any other relevant answer                                                                   (2x2) (4) 

 
 
1.3.5 L2 

• Does not indicate the period when the Trekkers movement started 
• Does not mention the reasons for the movement 
• Any relevant response                                                                         (1x2) (2)  

 
1.4 
 
 1.4.1. L2 

• The Basotho Kingdom had become smaller 
• Any relevant response                                                                    (1x2) (2) 

 
  1.4.2 .L 3 

•  Boers had taken most of the Basotho lands 
• Britain could help the Basotho to preserve their independence 
• British protection could help them to regain their territory 
• Any relevant response                                                                   (1x2) (2) 
 

 
  1.5 L3 
 
Candidates should refer to the following: 
Use the paragraph rubric to mark 
 

• Traded with the Boers e.g. guns 
• Basotho positively influenced by new ideas and technology 
• Lead  to continuous conflict 
• Their land was claimed  
• Resulted in instability in the area  
• The Basotho strength was weakened 
• Kingdom threatened 
• Finally asked for  protection from the British 
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LEVEL 1 

• Uses evidence in an elementary manner 
• Uses evidence partially to discuss the influence the 

Boer trekkers had on the Basotho Kingdom under 
Moshoeshoe 

 

 

       Marks: 0-2 

 

 

LEVEL 2 

• Evidence is mostly relevant and relates to a great extent 
to the question 

• Uses evidence in a moderate manner to  discuss the 
influence the Boer trekkers had on the Basotho Kingdom 
under Moshoeshoe 

 

 

Marks:3-4 

 

 

LEVEL 3 

• Uses relevant evidence 
• Evidence relates well to the topic 
• Uses evidence very effectively in an organised 

paragraph to discuss the influence the Boer Trekkers 
had on the Basotho Kingdom 

 

 

Marks: 5-6 

 
                                                             (6) 

                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                           (50) 

 
QUESTION 2: HOW DID THE DISCOVERY OF MINERALS AFFECT AFRICANS? 
 
 
      2.1.1. L1 

• Get money to pay taxes                                                              (1x1) (1) 
 
     2.1.2. L1 

• Children, women and old men had to take over their jobs 
• Less food was produced 
• Families became dependent on migrant’s wages                       (2x1) (2) 

 
     2.1.3. L 2  

• Migrant worker= workers from rural areas who moved to the mines and back 
to the rural areas after the expiry of their contracts                     (1x2) (2) 

 
     2.1.4. L2 

• Lack of discipline for the children 
• Families disintegrated 
• Family values affected 
• Any relevant response                                                                (2x2) (4) 
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2.2.  
 
     2.2.1.L 1 

• Control movement of Black people   
• Make sure that Africans did not leave the mines before the end of their 

contracts 
• Place Africans in areas tha were short of their labour                 (3x1) (3) 

 
     2.2.2. L3 

• Africans did not have the same rights as whites 
• Any relevant response                                                                 (1x2) (2) 

 
      2.2.3. L 3 
             Africans  

• Anger 
• Would have felt discriminated against 
• Any relevant response 

 
            Whites       

• Happy 
• Would have felt protected 
• Any relevant response                                                            (2x2) (4) 

 
   
  2.2.4. L 2 
          Justified 

• Had to ensure that there was a reliable supply of workers 
• Had to monitor movement of workers 
• Any relevant response 

 
         Not justified 

• Denied Africans freedom of movement 
• Deprived Africans freedom of choice 
• Discriminated against Africans 
• Any relevant response                                                                   (1x2) (2) 

 
     2.3.  
 
    2.3.1. L2 

• To make sure that they stayed for the period of their contract 
• Ensure that mines had a reliable supply of labour 
• Any relevant response                                                                   (2x2) (4) 

 
    2.3.2. L 1 
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• Could bring their families to the mining towns 
• Stayed in the suburb of Johannesburg                                          (2x2) (4) 

 
    2.3.3. L 1   

• Compounds =   Living quarters for African mine workers 
• Any relevant response                                                                  (1x2) (2) 

 
   2. 3. 4. L1 

• It was an attractive way of providing for their families                  (1x2) (2) 
 
 
  2.3.5. L 2 
         Useful 

• Refers to poor salaries paid to Africans 
• Poverty experienced by their families 
• Any relevant response                                         
Not useful 
• Does not mention how Africans spend their money 
• Biases towards Africans 
• Any relevant response                                                                  (1x2) (2) 

 
 
 
 
 
2.4.  
 
    2.4.1. L3 

• Shows Africans in a compound 
• Shows the living conditions of Africans in compounds 
• Any relevant response                                                              (1x2) (2) 

 
    2.4.2. L 2 

• Unhealthy 
• Over-crowded 
• Not safe (open fires) 
• Any relevant response                                                                 (2x2) (4) 

 
   2.4.3. L2 

• Saved on costs of providing decent living conditions 
• Made huge profits 
• Any relevant response                                                                (1x2) (2) 

 
2.5. L 3 Candidates should refer to the following: 
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        NB. Use the provided paragraph rubric to mark 
• Forced to work on the mines ( get money to pay taxes) (Source 2A) 
• Families negatively affected 
• Miners became detribalised 
• Affected by social evils of the mining areas 
• Made to carry passes (Source 2B) 
• Paid very little ( Source 2C) 
• Housed in compounds (source 2 C and 2 D) 
• Denied privacy 
• Died from mine sickness 
• Any relevant response 

 
 

 

 

LEVEL 1 

• Uses evidence in an elementary manner 
• Uses evidence partially to explain the effects of the 

discovery on minerals on the Africans 

 

 

       Marks: 0-2 

 

 

LEVEL 2 

• Evidence is mostly relevant and relates to a great extent 
to the question 

• Uses evidence in a moderate manner to explain the 
effects of the discovery of minerals on the Africans  

 

 

Marks:3-4 

 

 

LEVEL 3 

• Uses relevant evidence 
• Evidence relates well to the topic 
• Uses evidence very effectively in an organised 

paragraph to explain the effects of the discovery on 
minerals on the Africans 

 

 

Marks: 5-6 

 
                                                             (6) 

                                                                                                                          [50]                                                    
 
. 
 
QUESTION 3:  
The annexation of the Republic of Natal in 1843 was purely driven by the 
British concerns about the welfare of the Africans. 
 
Do you agree? Discuss 
 
SYNOPSIS:  Candidates should take a stance. They should indicate how the welfare of 
the Africans was important to the British/ the British intention was to prevent the 
Voortrekkers from having access to the harbour and how Britain ultimately annexed the 
area in 1843 
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ELABORATION 

• Voortrekkers were exposed to direct and indirect pressure from the British 
government 

• Possibility of a threat to Britain was strengthened by the Voortrekkers association 
with the French, America and the Dutch 

• Britain disturbed by  foreign presence ( interests in the new Republic) 
• Britain (Cape Colony ) concerned that the Africans would be driven Southwards 
• Financial consideration compelled Napier to take steps ( ban the exports of arms 

and ammunition to Natal) 
• Used military force to stop the import of arms and ammunition 
• Volksraad protested and captain Jervus and his troops had to turn back 
• Natal republic became stable 
• 1841, the republic applied a segregation policy in which they moved thousands of 

Africans from their areas 
• Napier felt this would bring pressure on the Cape Colony 
• Sent troops to port Natal in May 1842 
• Voortrekkers defeated in July 1842 
• Republic of Natal was annexed in May 1843 and became the colony of Natal 
• Voortrekkers had lost their independence ( Republic existed for only 4 years) 
• Any relevant response 
• Conclusion: candidates should tie up their argument 

 
 
       NB. USE THE RUBRIC IN PAGE 10 TO MARK THE ESSAY 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 4: Discuss the roles and experiences of the Africans in the South 
                       African War. 
 
SYNOPSIS: Focus of the discussion should be on the roles and experiences of the 
                      Africans in the South African War 
 
 
ELABORATION 
 Concentration camps – estimated that there were about 67 to 90 camps and that 

as many as 17000 people died in them. 
  Conditions in black concentration camps were worse than the ones for white 

people.  
 Role of black women – keep farms going while their men were at war. 
  They were also taken to concentration camps when their farms were burnt.  
 Siege of Mafikeng – black women used as informants.  
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 They collected food when the food ran out. The Boers allowed them to move 
around unhindered as they looked innocent. 

  When they returned with food, they also had information about where the Boer 
guns were to the besieged British.  

 Black men – approximately 100000 black, coloured and Indian men took part in 
the war. 30000 took part in active combat.  

 Rural support for the British – rural men allied with the British as a way of getting 
back at the Boers. 

  Assisted the British by providing men to patrol army lines. 
 Black support for the Boers – joined the Boers as “agterryers” (men who rode 

behind soldiers).  
 San people also assisted Boers. Approximately 12 000 men.  
 They tended horses, carried food and guns, prepared food and worked as 

scouts. Some took part in battle.  
 Johannesburg – thousands of black men and women trapped when the mines 

closed down and their white employers fled the outbreak of law. 
  Feared starving, so had to return home through dangerous battle grounds.  
 Food – not evenly distributed and many black people starved to death. 
 Any relevant response  
 Conclusion: candidates should tie up their argument 

                                                                                                                           (50) 
 
                                                                                                             TOTAL: [150] 
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USE THE RUBRIC TO MARK THE ESSAY 

PRESENTATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTENT 

LEVEL 7 
Well-planned and 
structured essay.  
Good synthesis of 
information. 
Developed an original, 
well-balanced and 
independent line of 
argument with the use 
of evidence, sustained 
and defended the 
argument throughout. 

LEVEL 6 
Well-planned and 
structured essay.  
Relevant line of 
argument.  
Evidence used to 
defend the 
argument. 

LEVEL 5 
Well-planned and 
structured essay.  
Developed a clear 
argument.  
Conclusions drawn 
from evidence. 
Independent 
conclusion. 
Evidence used to 
support argument. 

LEVEL 4 
Planned & 
structured an 
argument. 
Evidence used to 
support 
argument. 
Conclusions 
reached based on 
evidence. 

LEVEL 3 
Shows some 
evidence of a 
planned and 
constructed 
argument.  
Attempts to 
sustain a line of 
argument.  
Conclusions not 
clearly supported 
by evidence. 

LEVEL 2 
Attempts to 
structure an 
answer. 
Largely 
descriptive or 
some attempt 
at developing 
an argument.   
 

LEVEL 1 
Little or no 
attempt to 
structure the 
essay. 
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LEVEL 7 
Question has been fully 
answered.  Content 
selection fully relevant to 
line of argument. 

47 – 50   43 – 46       

LEVEL 6 

Question has been 
answered. Content 
selection relevant to line of 
argument. 

43 – 46 40 – 42 38 – 39     

LEVEL 5 

Question answered to a 
great extent. Content 

adequately covered and 
relevant.  

38 – 39  36 – 37 34 – 35 30 – 33    

LEVEL 4 

Question is recognizable in 
answer.Some omissions or 
irrelevant content 
selections. 

  30 – 33 28 – 29 26 – 27   

LEVEL 3 

Content selection does 
relate to the question, but 
does not answer it, or does 
not always relate to the 
question. Omissions in 
coverage. 

   26 – 27 24 – 25 20 – 23  

LEVEL 2 

Question inadequately 
addressed. Sparse content.  

    20 – 23 18 – 19 14– 17 

LEVEL 1 

Question inadequately 
addressed or not at 
all.Inadequate or irrelevant 
content.   

     14 – 17 00 – 13    
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History 

Grade 10 

June Exam 

Marks: 100 

Time: 2 hrs 30 minutes 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 

THIS QUESTION PAPER CONSISTS OF THREE QUESTIONS 

• TWO SOURCE- BASED QUESTIONS  AND ONE ESSAY QUESTION 
 

• ANSWER ONLY TWO QUESTIONS 
 

 

• ONE SOURCE-BASED AND AN ESSAY 
 

• WRITE NEATLY AND LEGIBLY 
 

 

• DO NOT CHANGE THE NUMBERING OF QUESTIONS 
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QUESTION 1: WHAT LED TO THE COLLAPSE OF THE MING AND MUGHAL  
                        EMPIRES? 
 

Use Source 1A,1B and 1C to answer the following questions: 

1.1. Refer to Source 1A 

1.1.1. What had attracted invaders to Songhai?                                             (1x1) (1) 

1.1.2. Which military factors had contributed to the decline of Songhai?        (2x1) (2) 

1.1.3. Explain the importance of Timbuktu to Songhai.                                   (2x2) (4) 

1.1.4. What military advantages did Morocco have over Songhai?                 (2x2) (4) 

1.1.5. Explain the following: 

           (a) Civil war 

  (b) ‘The former Songhai was no more’                                                   (2x2) (4) 

1.1.6. What are the limitations [what necessary information is lacking]of this source to a 
 historian studying the decline of Songhai?                                                                                 
           (2x2) (4) 
 

1.2. Refer to source 1B: 

1.2.1. According to the source what was the reason for trading posts to  
develop into forts?                                                                                (1x2) (2) 

1.2.2. What led to the EIC having control over large parts of India?  (1x2) (2) 
 
1.2.3. How did the EIC try to take total control of India?                               (3x1) (3) 

1.2.4. Explain why the British government was determined to enforce 
         its rule in India                                                                                     (2x2) (4) 
 
1.2.5.Howwould the following have reacted to the colonizationof India: 
 
          (a) Indians 
 
          (b) British                                                                                            (2x2) (4) 
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1.2.6. What are the similarities between Sources 1A and 1B?    (2x2) (4) 
 
1.3. Refer to Source 1C 
 
1.3.1. How does the source show British infiltration of India?                       (1x2) (2) 

1.3.2. What impact did British infiltration have on India?                               (1x2) (2) 

1.3.3. How does Source 1C complement 1B?                                                (1x2) (2) 

 

1.4. Use all the sources and your knowledge to write a paragraph of about 
      6 lines in which you explain the role of foreign powers in the collapse of  
the Ming and Mughal empires.                                                                             (6) 

 

                                                                                                                        TOTAL [50] 
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QUESTION 2: HOW DID THE SPANISH INVASION LEAD TO THE COLLAPSE OF 
                        THE AZTEC EMPIRE? 

 

Use Source 2A, 2B and 2C to answer the following questions: 

2.1.Refer to Source 2A 

2.1.1. What did the Spaniards hope to find in the mainland of the 
 American continent? (2x1) (2) 

2.1.2 How did the existence of a large army contribute to Montezuma’s 
enormous power?                                                                                        (2x2) (4) 
 
2.1.3. Why was it possible for a small group of Spaniards to defeat the Aztecs? (2x2) (4) 
 
2.1.4.Explain the following; 
 

(a) Empire 
 

(b) Aztec Empire had been broken                                                             (2x2) (4) 
 
2.1.5 Were the Spaniards justified in burning and destroying Aztecs books and 
monuments?                                                                                              (2x2) (4) 
 
 
2.1.5. What impression is given by the source about the Spaniard attitude to the 
   Aztecs?                                                                                                      (2x2) (4) 
 
 
2.2 Refer to Source 2B 
 
2.2.1. What evidence is in the source that the Aztecs were an advanced nation? 
 (4x1) (4) 
 
2.2.2. How did the availability of a health care system benefit the Aztecs?          (1x2) (2) 
 
2.2.3. What did the Spaniards find surprising about Tenochtitlan?                      (4x1) (4) 
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2.2.4. Explain how the following could have reacted to the Spanish calling the 
          Aztecs barbarians: 
 
          (a) Aztecs 
 
          (b) Spanish                                                                                                (2x2) (4)  
 
2.2.5. How reliable would source 2B be to a historian studying the Spanish 
conquest of the Aztecs?                                                                            (1x2) (2) 
 
 
2.3. Refer to Source 2B and 2C 
 
2.3.1. What impression is created by the cartoon about the Spanish treatment 
of the Aztecs?                                                                                             (1x2) (2) 
 
2.3.2. How do sources 2B and 2C complement each other?                               (2x2) (4) 
 
2.5. Use all the sources and your knowledge to write a paragraph of about 
        6 lines on how the Spanish conquered the Aztecs                                            (6)  
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 3: WHAT WAS THE LEGACY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION? 
 
Discuss how the influence of the French Revolution (1789) contributed to the 
independence of Haiti in 1804. 
 
                                                                                                              (50) 
 

TOTAL [100] 
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HISTORY GRADE 10 
ADDENDUM 
JUNE EXAMINATION 
2013 
 
 
QUESTION 1: WHAT LED TO THE COLLAPSE OF THE MING AND MUGHAL  
                        EMPIRES? 
 

SOURCE 1A: The source below explains the fall of Songhai and the Moroccan invasion 
of 1591 (Angier, K.L. et. al. Viva History, grade 10, pg 26, 2011) 
 
 

The Songhai Empire began a slow decline. The wealth of the gold mines attracted many 
groups who invaded the empire. Unfortunately, none of the Songhai emperors who 
succeeded Askia Muhammad Toure was able to protect the empire from attacks by 
outsiders. Little attention was paid to developing the military after Askia Muhammad 
Toure was overthrown and the army was slowly falling behind military developments of 
their enemies. Morocco sensing Songhai’s increasing weakness, attacked in 1591. The 
Moroccan army was led by a brilliant and able general, Judar Pasha. The Moroccan 
army looted Timbuktu, Gao and Genne. Unable to maintain control over such a vast 
area, the Moroccan forces eventually withdrew. The former great Songhai was no more, 
but was replaced instead by a number of smaller kingdoms 

 

 

SOURCE 1B: The source below explains the decline of the Mughal Empire and its 
colonisation by Britain (Bottaro. J. et.al, In Search of History, Review Copy, page 24) 
 
 

As the Mughal empire declined and unrest increased, the EIC (East Indian Company) 
trading posts developed into forts. These were defended by garrisons of local troops, 
called Sepoys. People from surrounding areas went to them for protection when there 
was unrest in surrounding areas. In this way EIC officials in the forts began to have 
authority over surrounding areas. The EIC gradually extended its control over much of 
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the east of India.  

 

By early 19th

 

 century, the EIC –with its army and its administrators- was the dominant 
power in India. Although the Mughal empire continued to exist in name, it no longer had 
any real power. EIC officials introduced new taxes on landowners, and tried to enforce 
the use of English and make local people follow English law. Indians resented (hated) 
these changes… In 1858, the British government abolished the EIC and India became a 
colony in the British Empire. 

 

 

 

SOURCE 1C: The map below shows the spread of British control in India from 1818-
1857 (Bottaro, J. et.al, In Search of History, Review copy, page 25) 
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QUESTION 2: HOW DID THE SPANISH INVASION LEAD TO THE COLLAPSE OF  
                        THE AZTEC EMPIRE? 

SOURCE 2A:The extract below explains the Spanish destruction of Tenochtitlan 
and the end of the Aztec Empire (Bottaro, J. et.al, In Search of History, Review copy, 
page 41) 
 

 

The Spanish hoped to find gold and silver on the mainland of the American continent. At 
that time the Aztec’s empire was the strongest state in central America. Its emperor 
Montezuma had enormous power, a large army and controlled lives of over 10 million 
people. The Aztec capital, Tenochtitlan, was a thriving city of 300 000 people with 
magnificent temples, palaces, a market place and thousands of houses. It was built on 
an island in a lake in the Valley of Mexico. In 1519 a small group of Spaniard soldiers 
led by an adventurer, Herman Cortes, landed on the coast and marched inland to attack 
the Aztec Empire. Within three years Montezuma was dead, his empire had been 
plundered, and the city of Tenochtitlan completely destroyed…the Aztec Empire had 
been broken, their books burned and their monuments destroyed. 

 

 

SOURCE 2B:This extract describes the city of Tenochtitlan (Govender, S. et al 
                        New generation History grade 10, 2010 pg. 37) 
 
 

Both Spaniards(who first encountered them) and later historians, describe the Aztecs as 
highly skilled craftsmen with a well organised system of government. They had a written 
as well as an oral language, compulsory education and even a health care system. 
According to Bernal Diaz, at first their first glimpse of Tenochtitlan the Spaniards were 
‘awe struck’. They saw a city with canals, bridges, water supply, floating markets, 
towering temples and large paved plazas… Few cities in Europe were as large or as 
clean. Despite this, the Spaniards still considered them barbarians, largely because 
human sacrifices and aspects of cannibalism were part of the Aztec religion.  
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SOURCE 2 C:The drawing below was made by the enslaved Aztecs. It shows the  
mistreatment of the Aztecs in the hands of the Spanish colonials.  
                     (Angier, K.L. et. al. Viva History, grade 10, pg 26, 2011) 
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HISTORY GRADE 10 
MEMORANDUM 
COMMON EXAMINATION 
JUNE EXAMINATION 

QUESTION 1:WHAT LED TO THE COLLAPSE OF THE MING AND MUGHAL  
                        EMPIRES? 
 

1.1 

L1: 1.1.1  

• Gold mines                                                                         (1x1) (1) 

L1: 1.1.2   

• Little attention had been paid to military development 
• Askia Muhammad’s successors had failed to protect Songhai from attackers 
• Any relevant response                                                        (2x1) (2) 

L2: 1.1.3 

• Centre of learning 
• Had a university 
• Any relevant response                                                         (2x2) (4) 

L1: 1.1.4 

• Had a brilliant and able general 
• Used guns                                                                             (2x2) (4) 

L2. 1.1.5. 

• CIVIL WAR: War between citizens of  the same country    
• ‘The former Songhai was no more’: Songhai had ceased to exist   

                                          (2x2) (4) 

L2: 1.1.6. 

• Does not mention internal social problems faced by Songhai 
• Does not mention reasons for slow decline 
• Any relevant response                                                              (2x2) (4) 
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1.2 

L1: 1.2.1 

• Increasing unrests                                                                         (1x2) (2) 

L1. 1.2.2. 

• People went to the forts during unrests                                           (1x2) (2) 

L1. 1.2.3. 

• Enforced people to use English 
• Made people follow the English law 
• Introduced new taxes on landowners                                                (3x1) (3) 

L2: 1.2.4. 

• Wanted to extent its rule into India 
• Make India part of its Empire 
• Have total control over India’s markets and resources                     (2x2) (4) 

L3: 1.2.5. 

• Indian: With anger over loss of independence 
• British: Satisfaction, British influence would be increased                (2x2) (4) 

L2. 1.2.6. 

• Both experienced slow decline 
• Both were invaded for their resources 
• Any relevant response                                                                     (2x2) (4) 

1.3 

L2: 1.3.1 

• Between 1818 and 1857Britain had occupied large parts of India 
• Any relevant response                                                                    (1x2) (2)  

L2: 1.3.2. 

• They lost their independence 
• Became British colony 
• Any relevant response                                                                    (1x2) (2) 
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L3: 1.3.3 

• Shows British takeover of India 
• Any relevant response                                                                    (1x2) (2) 

L3: 1.4 

Learners should refer to the following: 

• Both had weak successors 
• Internal weakness attracted foreign enemies 
• Both had resources that attracted foreign enemies 
• Ming China had failed to develop militarily (Source 1A) 
• Sepoys in Mughal empire assisted the British ( Source 1B) 
• Ming China ended up being divided into small states (Source 1A) 
•  Mughal empire ended as British colony( Soureces1 B and 1C)  
• Any relevant response                                                                            (6) 

 

 
LEVEL 1 

• Uses evidence in an elementary manner 
• Uses evidence partially to report on 

factors which contributed to the fall of 
the Ming  and Songhai empires 

 

 
       Marks: 0-2 

 

 
LEVEL 2 

• Evidence is mostly relevant and relates 
to a great extent to the question 

• Uses evidence in a moderate manner to  
report on factors which contributed to 
the fall of the Ming  and Songhai 
empires 

 

 
         Marks:3-4 

 
 

LEVEL3 

• Uses relevant evidence 
• Evidence relates well to the topic 
• Uses evidence very effectively in an 

organised paragraph that shows an 
understanding of factors which 
contributed to the fall of the Ming  and 
Songhai empires 

 
 

       Marks:5-6 
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QUESTION 2: HOW DID THE SPANISH INVASION LEAD TO THE COLLAPSE OF 
                        THE AZTEC EMPIRE? 

2.1 

L1:2.1.1 

• Gold 
• Silver                                                                                              (2x1) (2) 

L2:2.1.2 

• Made it possible for him to attack and incorporate areas into the Aztec Empire 
• States paid tribute to the Aztecs 
• Any relevant response                                                                   (2x2) (4) 

L2: 2.1.3 

• Aztecs thought they were gods 
• Had guns 
• Any relevant response                                                                (2x2) (4) 

L2: 2.1.4 

• Empire: Extension of rule/ power to another country 
• Aztec Empire was no longer powerful 
• Any relevant response                                                                (2x2) (4) 

L2:2.1.5 

• Justified, books would show that the Aztecs were not barbarians 
• Monuments would serve as heritage of the Aztecs 
• Not justified, books and monuments were part of the Aztecs history 
• Showed disrespect for Aztec history and heritage 
• Any relevant response                                                              (2x2) (4) 

L3:  2.1.6 

• The Spanish were cruel 
• Lacked respect for other people’s beliefs 
• Any relevant response                                                              (2x2) (4) 
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2.2 

L1.2.2.1 

• Skilled craftsmen 
• Well organised system of government 
• Written and oral language 
• Compulsory education 
• Health care system                                                                             (4x1) (4) 

L2: 2.2.2  

• They had access to medical care 
• Any relevant response                                                                        (1x2) (2) 

L1: 2.2.3 

• City with bridges 
• Fresh water supply 
• Large and clean 
• Towering temples and large paved plazas                                       (4x1) (4) 

L3: 2.2.3 

• Aztecs: Angry because they had more advantages over the Spanish 
• Spanish: Happy because they regarded themselves as superior 
• Any relevant response                                                                     (2x2) (4) 

L3: 2.2.4. 

• Reliable, refers to the advances in civilization that had been made by the Aztecs 
• Not reliable, does not provide evidence of the written language (e.g. authors) 
• Does not provide information on the nature of the health care system 
• Any relevant response                                                                    (1x2) (2) 

2.3 

L2: 2.3.1 

• Cruel 
• Any relevant response                                                                   (1x2) (2)  
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L3:2.3.2 

• Source 2B: refers to the Spaniards calling the Aztecs barbarians 
• Source 2C; shows the Spanish ill-treating the Aztecs                     (2x2) (4) 

 

L 3: 2.4 

Learners should refer to the following: 

• Herman Cortez led a group of Spaniards  into the mainland of America 
(Source 2A) 

• Landed on the coast (source 2A) 
• Spaniards were ‘awe struck’ by the beauty of Tenochlatin(Source 1B) 
• Did not allow food or people into Tenochlatin  
• Used Aztecs former enemies to attack the Aztecs 
• Aztecs starved to death 
• Any relevant response                                                                           (6) 

 

 
 
LEVEL 1 

 

• Uses evidence in an elementary manner 
• Uses evidence partially to reports on 

how the Spaniards conquered the 
Aztecs 

 

 
       Marks: 0-2 

 

 
LEVEL 2 

• Evidence is mostly relevant and relates 
to a great extent to the question 

• Uses evidence in a moderate manner to  
reporton how the Spaniards conquered 
the Aztecs 

 

 
         Marks:3-4 

 

 
LEVEL3 

• Uses relevant evidence 
• Evidence relates well to the topic 
• Uses evidence very effectively in an 

organised paragraph that shows an 
understanding ofhow the Spaniards 
conquered the Aztecs 

 

 
       Marks:5-6 
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QUESTION 3:WHAT WAS THE LEGACY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION? 
 

SYNOPSIS: Learners should refer to the importance of Saint Dominique to France, how 
the ideas of Liberty, Fraternity and Equality were differently interpreted by the 
inhabitants of Saint Dominique, the civil war, role played by Toussaint and the 
establishment of Haiti in 1804 

ELABORATION 

• Ideas of the French Revolution spread to all her colonies 
• Saint Dominique’s society divided on racial lines 
• All had different expectation from revolutionary ideas 
• 1791 uprising 
• Involvement of Britain and Spain  
• Slaves fought for their freedom and independence of saint Dominique 
• Arrest of Toussaint by the French 
• Proclamation of Haiti in 1804 
• Importance of Haiti’s proclamation 
• Any relevant response 

                                                                                                                        (50) 

 

                                                                                                            TOTAL:   [100] 

USE THE RUBRIC TO MARK THIS ESSAY 
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PRESENTATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTENT 

 

LEVEL7 
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